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To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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SOME
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every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
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 You’re hired
 AHA! AHA? AHA. AHA...
 Sequoia
 I resign
 Peter Piper picked a peck
of pickled peppers
 I am a man
 I regret my decision
 O-O-A-H-H-A-T-K-T-S-S-G
 Ekki-Ekki-Ekki-Ekki-PTANG.
Zoom-Boing. Z’nourrwringmm.
 I apologize
 Taradiddle
 You have my full support

Some things to try saying
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 Billowing willowing boulder
 You were right
 Discombobulated
 kohN-mahN voo zah-play voo?
 I believe in you
 كدقتفا
 I accept your apology
 Six thick thistle sticks
 I will help a woman’s career
 The Matrix has you
 I sentence you to death
 I don’t need any of this stuff
 Mellifluous
 I’ll be there for you
 Black lives matter
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To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
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Let her be let her be let her be to be to be
shy let her be to be let her be to be let her try.
Let her try.
Let her be let her be let her be let her be
to be to be let her be let her try.
To be shy.
Let her be.
Let her try.
Let her be let her let her let her be let her
be let her be let her be shy let her be let her
be let her try.
Let her try.
Let her be.
Let her be shy.
Let her be.
Let her be let her be let her let her try.
Let her try to be let her try to be let her be
shy let her try to be let her try to be let her be
let her be let her try.
Let her be shy.
Let her try.
Patriarchal Poetry by Gertrude Stein
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Let her Mar.
try. 2018
Let her try.
Let her be.
To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as
I state
arebe
spending
Let
herthis:
letweher
shy. too much Let her be shy.
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
Let her
Letlike
her
this. You,
me,try.
have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
Let her be.
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve
about
the internet is
Letread
herarticles
let her
behowshy.
destroying your attention span and your capacity
Let her
try.how social media is making
for complex
thought,
you depressed, and how much better your romanLet her be.
tic life would be if you could just put your phone
down.Let
You he
have,let
more
thanbe
once,
chastised
your- THINGS
her
shy.
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of ranher belinks,
letorher
let her be ashy
dom Let
yet delightful
for binge-watching
show when you were supposed to be running
Let her let her let her let her try.
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Let
her
try. taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Getting
your
picture
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
Let
her
try.
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
Let
her
try.
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and
follow
you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
LetI technology;
her try.
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntLet
her
be.
grew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
demographic,
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
could
easily
make
this
a metaphor
for themyway
Let
her
be
let
her
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used
my
mom’s
new
minitel
to
make
a
baobab
Let her try.
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember
of awe and satisfacLet the
herwarm
be feeling
let her.
tion that I could make this thing myself. In my preLet her
behours
let downloading
her let her
try.off
teen years,
I spent
songs
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
Let her try.
Year:
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[ANGRY] That's great.
[SARCASTIC] That’s great.
[CHEERFUL] That's great.
[ANXIOUS] That’s great.
[SEXY] That’s great.
[AMUSED] That’s great.
[ADMIRING] That’s great.
[LOVING] That’s great.
[THOUGHTFUL] That’s great.
[AWKWARD] That’s great.
[BORED] That’s great.
[NOSTALGIC] That’s great.
[HOPEFUL] That’s great.
[SYMPATHETIC] That’s great.
[SAD] That’s great.
[TRIUMPHANT] That’s great.

Play practice
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[ANGRY] OK.
[SARCASTIC] OK.
[CHEERFUL] OK.
[ANXIOUS] OK.
[SEXY] OK.
[AMUSED] OK.
[ADMIRING] OK.
[LOVING] OK.
[THOUGHTFUL] OK.
[AWKWARD] OK.
[BORED] OK.
[NOSTALGIC] OK.
[HOPEFUL] OK.
[SYMPATHETIC] OK.
[SAD] OK.
[TRIUMPHANT] OK.
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destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
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you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
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who
perceive
you old
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2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
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7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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 an old man falling in love
 two twin cats out a window
 a landscape of only yellow
 a birth
 a haloscopic nail
 a falsified document
 an actual miracle
 life with no humans
 twelve siblings
 someone else’s diary
 a mountain
 a bright purple car
 a twenty year old postcard
 a license plate with your name
 a photo of your grandparents
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Right now, you are missing the vast majority of what is happening around you. You
are missing the events unfolding in your
body, in the distance, and right in front of
you.
By marshaling your attention to these
words,[...] you are ignoring an unthinkably
large amount of information that continues
to bombard all of your senses: the hum of
the fluorescent lights, the ambient noise in
a large room, the places your chair presses against your legs or back, your tongue
touching the roof of your mouth, the tension you are holding in your shoulders or
jaw, the map of the cool and warm places
on your body, the constant hum of traffic
or a distant lawn-mower, the blurred view
of your own shoulders and torso in your
peripheral vision, a chirp of a bug or whine
of a kitchen appliance.
On Looking by Alexandra Horowitz
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perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Spend 2 hours drawing something
to really get to know it.

Learning to see

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

6

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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 read only the capital letters in a book
 eat all items on a menu
 walk around aimlessly
 pretend you are someone else
 take a hike
 invite some strangers over
 disconnect your wifi
 change your mind
 spend a day looking at people
 give a really good gift
 spend 5 hours in a forest
 leave the airport on your layover
 try again
 something uncomfortable

Things to do

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

7

 nothing
 give someone a chance
 make a fool of yourself
 write a story
 read a book all day long
 care for someone

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

 look at the details
 something for 24 hours
 fight back
 translate something
 talk to an animal
 something 100 times
 disappear
 fix something
 take a nap
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Walk in the footsteps of the person in front.
1. on ground
2. in mud
3. in snow
4. on ice
5. in water
Try not to make sounds.

Walking Piece by Yoko Ono

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

8

city
with
To begin, Walk
I want toall
beover
entirelythe
boring.
Bear
with an empty baby
me as I state this: we are spending too much
carriage.
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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9
Be somebody else for a day:
1. Decide on somebody else you want
to try being.
2. Make an outfit for them out of clothes
you already own.
3. Wake up the next day, put on your
“costume” and go around embodying
that person.
4. When you get home, change out
of your outfit and reflect on what you
learned from this other self.

Everyday cosplay

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

9

Up: boring. Bear with
To begin, XP
I wantLevel
to be entirely
me as I state
are spending
too much
Feelthis:
theweneed
to “level
up” certain
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, aspects
like me, haveof
a computer
that you
use like a video
yourself?
Make
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
game
wearing
items
contain spetells you how
many by
hours
you’ve spent
lookingthat
at
it. You’ve cial
read articles
about Identify
how the internet
is you wear and
powers.
things
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex
thought,
how special
social mediameaning:
is making
give
them
this headyou depressed, and how much better your romanband
focus,
these
tic life would
be if is
you+25
could just
put your
phone shoes give you
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
a
15%
boost
against
awkward
situations,
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful
links,is
or a
for+10
binge-watching
a
this coat
protective
shield.
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Encode
you’ve
selected
with
Getting
your
picture the
takenitems
by a scanner
reminds
you a bit of
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
is
different
beingOrinthe
a dystopian
sci-fi
in
which
you have
nowhere
meaning
you
want
them
to
have.
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
hand-dyeseeing
of technology
is,ayour
like
atime
21st
Century
Sauron,
always
Maybe
sew
tiny
tag
onto
them.
Then,
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I
envy
after you. The scanner I used for these photos is an already anyou,
and Ifully
follow believe
you on
instagram.
Thearmor-like
fact
I but trying
incapturing
their
power;
tiquated
technology;
it is
not
you is,
in 3D
to
am
a
30
year
old
French-American
female
who
perceive you as a 2D thing. The images it produces are hauntyou
are
wearing
each
those
grew
inwhen
Paris
and
who,
like and
manyalmost
peopledevoid
of a of of
inglyuppoetic:
they
are
blurry
color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily
make this
a metaphor
for themyway
things,
you
have
leveled
up that specific
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my
mom’s new
make a baobab
aspect
ofminitel
yourtoexperience.
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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 a certificate for something immaterial
 a really nice meal
 your own version
 a stencil
 a gift for yourself
 something you don’t understand
 an investment
 a bad painting
 something your grandma made
 coffee
 a tool for a new activity
 a set of instructions
 a sentence without words
 a plan

Things to make

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

10

 a prototype
 a good wrong interpretation

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

 a toaster from scratch
 a place to sit

 a joke
 a thing that takes 24 hours to make
 a fermented thing
 a thing for a stranger

 an exhibition on a bookshelf
 a mistake
 a thing you want to wear
 10 lists of 10 things

 a replica
 a bouquet of wild flowers
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On a wall surface, any continuous
stretch of wall, using a hard pencil, place
fifty points at random. The points should
be evenly distributed over the area of
the wall. All of the points should be connected by straight lines.

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018
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The first drafter has a black marker and
To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
makes
anareirregular
horizontal
line near
me as I state
this: we
spending too
much
time looking
at screens.
I know,
you
already
knowthe second
the
top
of
the
wall.
Then
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for
work andtries
leisure,to
andcopy
an iPhone
that
drafter
it (without
touching
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it) using
a red
The
it. You’ve read
articles about
howmarker.
the internet
is third drafter
destroying your attention span and your capacity
does the same, using a yellow marker.
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed,
how much
better your
romanTheand
fourth
drafter
does
the same, using
tic life would be if you could just put your phone
blue
Then
the
second
drafter,
down. You a
have,
moremarker.
than once,
chastised
yourSOME
GOOD
THINGS
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of ranfollowed by the third and fourth, copies
dom yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show whenthe
you last
were line
supposed
to beuntil
running
drawn
the bottom of
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermitthe
wall is reached.
tently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of

WITH

your use
of movie
screens
different
beingOrinmaybe
a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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12
Wish you were spending more time
looking outside your window? Wish you
could spend 20 minutes doing nothing
every day? Spend a day noticing things
you’d wish to be part of your everyday life, then make yourself a physical
solution: embed your desired actions
into your surroundings by design.
For example:
—Make a 750 page blank book for a
20 minute break: turn each page one at
a time without stopping.
—Make a rug with an outline of your feet
that you place by your window in the
place you want to look out

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

12

Make yourself an emergency kit for when
To begin, I you
want to
be entirely
boring. Bear
with Fill it with: a
need
a mental
break.
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking
at screens.
you already
knowyou feel good,
book
thatI know,
always
makes
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
some
tiny
things
every day for
work and
leisure,
and anthat
iPhoneyou
that bring you joy, a
tells you how
many hours you’ve
spent looking
atbeaches you’ve
collection
of
shells
from
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying been
your attention
and your
capacity
to orspan
rocks
from
gardens you’ve
for complex thought, how social media is making
been
equipment and an
you depressed,
andin,
howletter-writing
much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
address book filled
with
people who you
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying
up til like
3 clicking
on an array
ran-old clothing item
might
to write
to, ofan
dom yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
wear anymore
show whenyou
you don’t
were supposed
to be runningbut still cherish,
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermitainstagram.
list of 10 facts that have surprised and
tently
delete
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
is
different
you,
a infield
research
notebook
being in delighted
a dystopian
sci-fi
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
and
aandpen;
also
make
a maker box filled
live
in theeye
woods
spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarnyou.
andThe
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If so,
I envyis an already anafter
scanner
I used
for
these
photos
with:
pencils,
watercolors,
various items
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who with,
you
build
something
and preperceive
you old
ascould
aFrench-American
2D thing.
The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
set instructions
to
yourself
make somesimilar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, to
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
in a cyborg
experiences
with
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,
our humanness
nothing
but about
afor
faded
thing
without
thinking
atmemory.
least 1 hour.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab

WITH

grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could
this thing myself.
In my preUsemake
whenever
needed.
teen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Mar. 2018
THINGS
TO REMEMBER

Year:

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

THINGS TO

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
GOOD
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,
chastised
your- THINGS
SOME
SOME
GOOD
GOOD
THINGS
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once,SOME
chastised
yourGOOD
THINGS
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Diálogo de mãos (Dialogue of hands), 1966
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:
hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:
Mar. 2018

WITH

All thoughts featured alongside the works are the artists’ own.

At the back of the book, you will also find an actual
conversation I had with the head of the Education Department
at the RISD Museum, Deborah Clemons. We discuss her
perspective on creating engagement in the museum and how
art objects can be tools for opening up a larger conversation.
These are things I have been interested in for a long time,
and Deb was extremely generous with sharing her knowledge
and expertise from 20 years working in this field.
You can think of this book as a repository of artists who
do things with things. At its most useful, this can be an active
document that helps generate new ideas, or draw new connections. And at its most simple, it’s an archive of people whose
work I liked at various points in time, and still like today. It’s a bit
like my secret pinterest board of people whose work I like so
much that I’m a little bit mad at them; I’m jealous I didn’t make
that thing. It’s a collection I’ll keep adding to and building on.
Since you are reading this book, I hope there will be
something here that you will, well… find in common with me:
some shared interest that will make this a fun journey for you
through these artists and their ideas. Maybe it’ll even spark a
new idea of your own. And please let me know if you have any
recipes, photographs, poems, lists, thoughts, passages from
Ancient Greek philosophy, or any thing at all you think I might
like to add.

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourA repository of artists who do things with things
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Emily Guez / Rhode Island School of Design / 2020

A “commonplace book” is a journal in which you keep track
of things you want to remember. It can be a collection of things:
recipes, quotes, letters, poems, proverbs, prayers and math
formulas, if you are into that. The first version of this type of
book came from Ancient Greece and Rome; they were a highly
recommended practice by early philosophers like Seneca and
Marcus Aurelius, who had his published as his Meditations.
Commonplace books were basically the earliest version of pinterest boards, except with a little fewer decor recommendations and a little more hardcore philosophical thought.
“The universe is change; our life is what our thoughts make it.”
Marcus Aurelius would have fit right in at a contemporary party.
This book is a version of a commonplace book: it’s a
collection of artists’ works and their thoughts that I’ve gathered
over multiple years. Each has inspired me in some way, or has
helped me think about my own interests and output. I imagine
it as a conversation between different makers across different times and locations. It all starts with the hand and unfurls
form there. The works flow between one another almost of
their own volition — hand connects to hand, ice to water, thread
to threat. Putting them on the page, I felt they befriended one
another. Collectively, these works speak about objects and
their meanings; about gender, technology and human relationship. There is, of course, an endless amount missing, but it’s
the start of an interior dialogue.
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Hand, 3rd–7th century, Central Asia

Name:

Finger Gloves, 1972

Rebecca Horn

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

The lever action of the lengthened fingers intensifies the sense of touch
in the hand. I feel myself touching, see myself grasping, and control the
distance between myself and the objects.

WITH

Passing through “Green Hands,” 1977

What if the hands didn’t stop, but went on and on?

Sylvia Palacios Whitman
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Royal hand, c. 1353–1336 B.C., Egypt
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Chain Drawing; In Dependence, 2012

Keetra Dean Dixon

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Say it again, in a different form.
Man mimics machine, medium mimics medium,
person mimics person.

WITH

Finger Gloves, 1972

Only photography has been able to divide human life into a series of moments,
each of them has the value of a complete existence.

Eadweard Muybridge
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Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
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form
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Folio from a Bestiary and Herbal, c. 1600, Iran

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Octavia Butler

Personal note on writing, c. 1970–1995

Name:

All that you touch, you change. All that you
change, changes you.

HOW TO DO
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Envelope Poem, c. 1864–1886

Forever is composed of nows.

Emily Dickinson
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

A Wall Divided Vertically into Fifteen Equal
Parts, Each with a Different Line Direction and
Color, and All Combinations, 1970

Sol Lewitt

1967

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Obviously a drawing of a person is not a real person,
but a drawing of a line is a real line.

WITH

“I AM STILL ALIVE,” telegram, 1979

I go back and forth between
wanting to be abundantly simple
and maddeningly complex.

John Baldessari

On Kawara

In a certain sense the phrase “I am still alive” can never be sent as it
cannot be received by the addressee instantaneously. It is only valid at
the very instant that it is being written, and in the very next second it no
longer is a certainty.
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Inflammatory Essay (part of a series), c. 1979–81

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

One and Three Chairs, 1965

Joseph Kosuth

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Art is making meaning.

WITH

Beat Piece, 1963

Listen to your own heart beat and create a
handmade stethoscope to take home and try
out on friends and family.

Yoko Ono

Jenny Holzer

From the beginning, my work has been designed to be
stumbled across in the course of a person’s daily life.
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

I like keeping my work so open that it can be interpreted on different levels.
Art can’t be compared with journalism; it can’t discuss concrete issues.

Untitled (Perfect Lovers), 1991

HOW TO DO
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Flux Clock (Distance Traveled in mm), c. 1969

Mona Hatoum

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Grater Divide, 2002

WITH

Per: If I put salt in a tea bag and then in hot water,
then the salt will dissolve, and when you pull
the bag up, there is nothing in it. Is that fluxus?
George: Let’s make that one right away.

Per Kirkeby & George Maciunas

Felix Gonzalez-Torres

Don’t be afraid of the clocks, they are our time.
We conquered fate by meeting at a certain TIME
in a certain space. We are a product of the time,
therefore we give back credit were it is due: time.
We are synchronized, now and forever.
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

A not B, 2010

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

The book contains a series of still lives. The layout
of these tableaux is determined by an underlying logic
that the viewer is triggered to discern.

Are There Six or Another Question, 1928
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Uta Eisenreich

Les valeurs personnelles (Personal Values), 1952

I describe objects — and the mutual relationship of objects —
in such a way that none of our habitual concepts or feelings
is necessarily linked with them.

René Magritte

Gertrude Stein

There ain’t no answer. There ain’t gonna
be any answer. There never has been an
answer.
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

The Situationist Times 4 “Labyrinth issue”, Oct. 1963

Each issue was themed: knots, labyrinths, rings and
chains, and explored how these forms recur across
cultures and throughout history.

The Hotel, Room 29, 1981

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Jacqueline de Jong

Sophie Calle
Fluxkit, 1965

[...] simple, amusing, unpretentious, concerned with insignificances, require
no skill or countless rehearsals, have no commodity or institutional value…
unlimited, mass-produced, obtainable by all and eventually produced by all.

George Maciunas (organized by)
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I was hired as a temporary chambermaid for three
weeks in a Venetian hotel. I was assigned twelve
bedrooms on the fourth floor. In the course of my
cleaning duties, I examined the personal belongings
of the hotel guests and observed through details
lives which remained unknown to me.
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What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Entryway Banner #2, from The Dinner Party, 1978

Scanner Portraits

Because men have a history, it is difficult for
them to imagine what it is like to grow up
without one, or the sense of personal expansion
that comes from discovering that we women
have a worthy heritage. Along with pride
often comes rage – rage that one has been
deprived of such a significant knowledge.

Name:

WITH

I Have Been to Hell and Back, 1996

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
The act of sewing is a process of emotional repair.

Judy Chicago

Womanhouse invitation
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Louise Bourgeois

The art world was almost singularly inhospitable to women.
In order to be accepted at all, even marginally, I had to excise
all signs of gender from my work. The biggest compliment
was to be told that you painted like a man.

Judy Chicago, Miriam Schapiro
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Original Mac icons,

c. 1983

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Anni Albers

We must come down to earth from the clouds
where we live in vagueness, and experience the most
real thing there is: material.

Name:

I like to think that good icons are instantly
recognizable — even if someone’s never seen it,
you can ask them what it does, and they get it.

Susan Kare

Sampler, Sophie Kofler?, 19th Century
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Diagram showing draft notation for a plain weave, c. 1965
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Through the influence of the media and technology on our world, our
lives are increasingly characterized by speed and constant change. We
live in a dynamic, data-driven society that is continually sparking new
forms of human interaction and social contexts. Instead of romanticizing
the past, we want to adapt our way of working to coincide with these
developments, and we want our work to reflect the here and now.

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

How Not to Be Seen: A Fucking Didactic
Educational .MOV File, 2013

Hito Steyerl

Resolution determines visibility; whatever is
not captured by resolution is invisible.

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Studio Moniker

“Does It Make Sense?”, Design Quarterly, no. 133, 1987

I was going back and forth on what’s personal and what’s public, or
what’s a personal agenda versus a client’s agenda. The title, “Does It
Make Sense?” was me trying to reconcile with my abilities, my thinking,
my skill sets. Did things have to make sense along the rigid line that
was being drawn by that predominantly East Coast male community
of designers who were twice my age? And in fact, was there a line?
From there I began to ask, “What is creativity?”

April Greiman
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Do Not Touch, an ever-changing interactive music video, 2013
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

The mouth connects our interior and exterior. It is how we eat
and speak–our first physical link to the world.

Name:

WITH
Chapter XI from “A Living Man Declared Dead
and Other Chapters I-XVIII,” 2008–11

The empty portraits represent living members
of a bloodline who could not be photographed.
The reasons for these absences are included
in the text panels and include imprisonment,
military service, dengue fever and women not
granted permission to be photographed for
religious and social reasons.

Taryn Simon

Por um Fio (By a Thread), 1976

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Anna Maria Maiolino

Waterbearer [Porteuse d’eau], 1986

The one thing that people gravitate to in photography is the face:
reading the expression and what that says about the person pictured.
Photographing from the back was a way to get viewers’ attention as
well as to consciously withdraw what they might expect to see.

Lorna Simpson
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What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Still water (The River Thames, for Example), 2000

Scanner Portraits

The Thames has this incredible moodiness, and that’s what
the camera picks up. It’s actually a very dangerous river and
you sense that just by looking at it... Every photograph is
wildly different–even though you could be photographing the
same thing from one minute to the next. It’s almost got the
complexity of a portrait.

Name:

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
Voir la mer, 2011

Roni Horn

Fall 2, Amsterdam, 1971

HOW TO DO
HUMAN
WITH
DIGITAL

In Istanbul, a city surrounded by the sea, I met
people who had never seen it. I took them to
the Black Sea. They came to the water’s edge,
separately, eyes lowered, closed or masked. I
asked them to look out to the sea and then to
turn back towards me to show me these eyes
that had just seen the sea for the first time.

Sophie Calle

Bas Jan Ader

I do not make body sculptures, body art or body works.
When I fell off the roof of my house, or into a canal, it
was because gravity made itself master over me.
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Paradox of Praxis I, “Sometimes Making
Something Leads to Nothing,” 1997

Ice Watch, 2014

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Can an artistic intervention truly bring
about an unforeseen way of thinking, or it is
more a matter of creating a sensation of
“meaninglessness” that shows the absurdity
of the situation?

Francis Alÿs

Greenland is so abstract, it’s so far away, it’s literally out of our body
and it’s in our brain, and I wanted simply to change that narrative of the
climate from our brain and emotionalize it into our bodies.

Name:

Ólafur Elíasson

Bliz-aard Ball Sale, 1983

The art audience is the worst audience
in the world. It’s overly educated, it’s
conservative, it’s out to criticize, not to
understand and it never has any fun.
So I refuse to deal with that audience,
and I’ll play with street audience.
That audience is much more human
and their opinion is from the heart.

David Hammons
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hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form
Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Lubaina Himid

Figures in Landscape (Friday), 2018

There is no narrative, nothing happens, simply the movement of people
in white lab coats walking around in the landscape. It’s a nod to heroic
murals of science and prosperity, with a modern, mundane twist.

Ragnar Kjartansson

Rirkrit Tiravanija

Year:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Naming the Money, 2004

Result:

Scanner Portraits

If you walk through the markets of Accra, or south London, you’ll be walking
among hundreds of exuberant people of the world, yet many are descendants
of slaves. You go to a Jewish wedding and the people survive, understand, carry
their history. They are stronger than history, that is the point. My figures say:
“You tell me your story, I’ll tell you mine.”

What:

Untitled (apron and Thai pork sausage), 1993

Name:

Like a good recipe, everyone knows what it
is, what it tastes like and even how to make
it again — perhaps even differently, following
their own interpretation; or perhaps it
would be a base for something completely
different, a possibility
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Blinky Palermo

Familiar, 2016

Ehme, 2002

Flipper, 1970

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
This is about inventing an image that had not been in the world.
I don’t want it to look like I painted an object. But as I work
I get to the point where images make sense to me, and maybe
you might recognize something in them. The problem is I can’t
explain for you what that something may be.

Tomma Abts

John Baldessari

You know, when you’re sitting in a dentist office or
doctor’s office, and you look in a magazine and you
go, ‘What was that?’ I would like people to have that
feeling, you know, that, “Wait, what did I just see?”
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Flight Simulator, 2019

Name:

untitled (Marfa project), 1996

One might not think of light as a matter of fact, but I do.
And it is, as I said, as plain and open and direct an art
as you will ever find.

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

Dan Flavin

Laurel Schwulst
Ten Windows, 1997

I start by thinking I’m going to make use of all possibilities without
troubling any longer about problems when something starts to be art.
I don’t make the ETERNAL work of ART, I only give visual information.
I’m more involved with the process than the finished work of art.

Jan Dibbets
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I’d recommend trying a simulated flight with a
real life human companion to activate a shared
imagination.
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH
Color Wheel for the City, 2011

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
I had never really seen contemporary art until I journeyed to New York and
made my first trip to MoMA when I was 19. Quite suddenly, a whole new world
opened up for me. I understood the language of what I saw, even though I
didn’t understand how or why I understood it. As I came across art and music
that really moved me, the desire was created to have that effect on others.

Shehrezad Maher

100 untitled works in mill aluminum, 1982-1986

Usually when someone says a thing is too simple, they’re saying that
certain familiar things aren’t there. But actually, there may be several
new things to which they aren’t paying attention.

Donald Judd
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“Sous les pavés, la plage” (Under the paving stones, the beach), May 1968 slogan in France
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Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

Relational Objects, “Dialogue, Goggles,” 1968

Lygia Clark

L’enfant dans la societé industrialisée, 1976

A poster is the taking possession of a public
message by an individual.

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly

For me everything is connected... The object no longer is there in
order to express any concept whatsoever, but so that the spectator
can reach, more deeply, into his own self.

WITH

Phenakistoscope, 1824

Grapus Collective

Name:
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Raid the Icebox Now with Pablo Helguera

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
Inventarios / Inventories February 7 - July 19, 2020
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Year:

Mar. 2018

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about howDeborah
the internet
is is the Assistant Director for Academic and
Clemons
destroying your attention span and
your Programs
capacity at the RISD Museum. I met her in January 201
Public
for complex thought, how social media
making
when is
I was
thinking about applying for the Dorner Prize. She
you depressed, and how much better
your
romanwas giving a tour, and we struck up a conversation after it was
tic life would be if you could just over.
put your
phone that I was interested in doing experiential deI mentioned
down. You have, more than once,sign
chastised
your- and she warmly suggested we stay in touch.
in museums,
self for staying up til 3 clicking on an array
of IranAfter
presented my work during my December thesis redom yet delightful links, or for binge-watching
a
view, the feedback
I got was “this would be really interesting to
show when you were supposeda to
be
running
museum educator.” So, I was thrilled when Deb reached out to
errands. Maybe you quit facebook
intermitme and
shortly
after with an open invitation to organize a project to
tently
delete
instagram.
installed
during you
a Third
Thursday
event at the RISD Museum.
Getting your picture taken by abe
scanner
reminds
a bit
of
Or
maybe
your
use
of
screens
is
different
The museum
down as a protective measure against
being in a dystopian sci-fi movie in which
you haveshut
nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
the spread
a week
to hide. In that movie, you are usually
tryingoftocoronavirus
hide, but the
all before the event was to take
live
in
the
woods
and
spend
your
time
hand-dyeI didn’t
get always
to install my project, I learned so much
seeing eye of technology is, like place.
a 21st While
Century
Sauron,
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I
envy
working
sheaninvited me to a tour with the curator
after you. The scanner I used forfrom
these
photoswith
is anDeb;
already
you,
and
I
follow
you
on
instagram.
The
fact
is,
I
of Raid you
the Icebox:
Now
withtoPablo Helguera, and hosted a potiquated technology; it is not capturing
in 3D but
trying
am
a
30
year
old
French-American
female
who
reading
of local Latinx
artists in that gallery space. She was
perceive you as a 2D thing. Theetry
images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
there
at every
event,
and followed
up with everyone who attendingly poetic: they are blurry and
almost
devoid
of color.
You
similar
demographic,
distinctly
remember
my
first
ed for
these
directly
via email.
could easily make this a metaphor
theevents
way that,
in a cyborg
experiences
with
computers.
When
I
was
about
I was
inspired
not only by her warmth and capacity make
near-future, our humanness is nothing but
a faded
memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to people
make a feel
baobab
welcome in a space, but also by the fact that her
grow out of a car as an illustration
for
a
story;
I
role in the museum
is so close to what I love about art in the first
remember the warm feeling of awe
and
satisfacplace: it’s a way to connect people around ideas and issues that
tion that I could make this thing myself.
In mythe
pretranscend
art. Deb has been working at the RISD Museum
teen years, I spent hours downloading
songs
off
as an educator for over 20 years—she is a master connector and
napster and flirting with my crushes
cleverly kind and supportive person. I asked her to speak
anby
incredibly
with me about her work and the thought process that goes into it.
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HOW TO DO
HUMANEmily Guez Hi Deb! Thank you so much for agreeing to speak
me. This is admittedly a really strange time for me to be
WITH with
asking you about your work, which is so much about in-person
since we’re now in quarantine and have been for
DIGITALengagement,
about three weeks. Right now I feel really disconnected from
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REPORTS TO: Deputy Director, Exhibitions, Education,
Programs

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner
my own work, for example, it’s hard to think about things in the

Result:

way we did
before.
But I’m really
hauntingly beautiful
images
showing
the glad we had pre-scheduled
way technologythis
views
our
3
dimensional
because it feels like it brings reality back a little bit.
form
So, you very generously shared your job description with

Year:

Mar. 2018

JOB SUMMARY (OVERVIEW)
Envision, develop, and direct programs that support access
to and engagement with art and design for academic and
public audiences. Proactively and creatively expand the RISD
Museum’s approaches to academic and public programming by
collaborating with various external and internal community
and academic organizations with a particular focus on artists
and designers. Create teaching and learning opportunities
for students, faculty, artists, and adult publics that use
art and design to enhance critical thinking and making.
Hire, train, develop, evaluate and manage academic and public
programming education staff, graduate assistants / fellows
and work study students.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS/DUTIES:
Develop, cultivate, and direct mutually beneficial
partnerships with students, faculty and other educational and
cultural institutions that are consistent with and further
the museum’s role and identity. Engage local colleagues and
organizations as well as the broader cultural community,
through learning opportunities, research and programs of the
highest quality.
Research, identify, develop, implement, evaluate, and modify
programs associated with Museum exhibitions and collections
for the public, academic and creative communities.
Proactively expand the breadth and depth of participating
audiences through collaborations and partnerships within the
institution and with local affiliated organizations.
Leverage and promote RISD Museum’s public programs,
exhibitions, collections and staff expertise for the academic
community.
Cultivate new and maintain existing industry-wide
relationships to ensure that the Museum is aligned with best
practices in the field.
Oversee the organization and management of Academic and Public
Programming lecturers, freelancers, performers and staff,
including scheduling, administering contracts, and making
travel and other business arrangements.
Maintain and monitor programming budget, provide data and
metrics for use in grant proposals and reporting.

me. I wanted to ask you, beyond what’s written, how would you
describe your position?

WITH

To begin, I want to be entirely boring.
Bear withMy job is really about being a connector—and that
Deb Clemons
me as I state this: we are spending
much faculty, not just at RISD but at Brown and other
is withtoo
students,
time looking at screens. I know, you
already know
institutions
in the area, and sometimes remotely even before this.
this. You, like me, have a computer
that
you
usenow that we are all home, it’s clear that one of the
Even more so
every day for work and leisure, andgreat
an iPhone
thingsthat
about the museum is that it’s this great space; this
tells you how many hours you’ve spent
looking
crossroads ofataudiences.
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
Emily
and this is something I’ve experienced firstdestroying your attention span and
yourRight,
capacity
hand working
with you; you’ve invited me in to do a project in
for complex thought, how social media
is making
the museum
around the Art+Feminist Wikipedia edit-a-thon.
you depressed, and how much better
your romanwould
have been a way for me to see a real museum auditic life would be if you could just This
put your
phone
interact
with Paper Doll Tabs, which is a rare opportudown. You have, more than once,ence
chastised
yourwhenof
you
are a student. From what I understand, the RISD
self for staying up til 3 clicking onnity
an array
ranMuseum is unique
in the sense that it is a “teaching institution.”
dom yet delightful links, or for binge-watching
a
show when you were supposedDeb
to be
Werunning
are the largest museum associated with a school of
errands. Maybe you quit facebook
and
intermitart and design, so we are in a unique position in that we have a
Paper
Doll
Tabs
tently
delete
instagram.
publicreminds
audience.
Gettingtoyour
picture
taken by avery
scanner
youAalotbitofofcampus institutions and galleries
proposal
create
a physical
Or
maybe
your
use
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screens
is
different
presence
for
women artists
onincampuses
often
have
only students as constituents. So we’re
being in
a 4dystopian
sci-fi movie
which you
have
nowhere
not
onmine,
Wikipedia
than
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
doing trying
a different
thing.
we’re interested in is: how do we
to hide. In that movie, you are usually
to hide,
butWhat
the all
live
in
the
woods
and
spend
your
time
hand-dyeyou withSauron,
resources
that allow you to expand your ideas
seeing eye of technology is, like provide
a 21st Century
always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I
envy
feelphotos
that they
rigorous
after you. The scanner I used forand
these
is anare
already
an-and grounded in historical conyou,
and
I
follow
you
on
instagram.
The
fact
is,
I
text? It’syou
something
that
you to
can continuously build on as a way
tiquated technology; it is not capturing
in 3D but
trying
am
a
30
year
old
French-American
female
who
feed creativity.
perceive you as a 2D thing. Theto
images
it produces are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of a of color. You
ingly poetic: they are blurry and
almost
devoid
Emily
Right.
One thing I have appreciated a lot about the
similar
distinctly
remember
myway
first
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for
the
cyborg
museum
inabout
my that,
time in
ataRISD
is the way in which there are all
experiences
with
computers.
When
I
was
near-future, our humanness is nothing
but
a
faded
memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to these
make aopen-ended
baobab ways to engage with an exhibition. You
could
mend
grow out of a car as an illustration
for come
a story;
I your clothes as part of Repair and Design
Futures,
you can listen to classical music for free in the Grand
remember the warm feeling of awe
and satisfacgalleryInonmyThird
tion that I could make this thing myself.
pre- Thursdays, and in the recent Pablo Helguera
exhibitsongs
you hosted
teen years,
I spentFutures
hours downloading
off poetry readings with local Latinx artists. I
Repair
and Design
really
respond to this idea of using the artwork as an opportuOctober
- June
napster 5,
and2018
flirting
with30,
my2019
crushes
by cleverly
nity to open things up. It feels like the RISD museum is going
beyond being an “art and art history context” to being a more
Emily
/ Rhode
Island
School
of Design /
open
spaceGuez
of exchange,
a cultural
space.
So my question
becomes, how wide can the museum go?
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Sonata Series
Free Concerts by Community
Musicworks, Third Thursdays
at 7pm

The Nancy Prophet Fellowship is
a two-year, full time position
for artists and scholars embarking on careers in the arts
and considering the museum profession and the roles museums
play in an increasingly diverse
society.

Deb That’s a really good question, and one that I’m still thinking through. I’ve been at the museum for over 20 years, so I’ve
seen a lot of different approaches. When [curator, deputy director for exhibition and programming] Sarah Ganz Blythe joined
10 years ago, her focus was: “how can we bring it back to the
object?” We ran a series of talks called Double Take and my
favorite ones were when I had the maker and the art historian
coming together to look at one work. One time we had a boat
builder, looking at this Dutch landscape painting, and discussing
it with a curator. It was really interesting to think about sharing
this very expansive knowledge from two very different fields of
expertise.
My colleague Amber Lopez, who was a Nancy Prophet
Fellow, wanted to invite people who were not from RISD or
Brown, and to dig into bigger topics. She, for example, invited
someone who focused on criminal justice from UMass Dartmouth and someone who was an archaeologist from Rhode
Island College to speak about the Nesmin mummy which was
on display. They talked about human remains on display, and
it was intense, they went really deep on this question. Gina
Bormeo, the curator of Ancient Art was there, and a few years
later she put the mummy back in the sarcophagus. It’s still on
display but the mummy, the physical human form, is no longer.
Emily That’s awesome. It makes me feel like the museum is a
very alive place where there is an actual dialogue and not just,
like, a fake dialogue.
Deb It takes time, museums move slowly, but we have a lot of
internal dialogue and I think people are open to asking “what
does radical change look like?”
Emily I’m curious about how you think about audiences. I’m
assuming that, in Rhode Island, a lot of people have never been
to the RISD museum—that they feel like it’s a space they’re
not welcome in. How do you deal with that perception of the
museum as being a closed-off space?

Look at Art: Get Paid
Maia Chao and Josephine Devanbu
2016 - 2017

Deb We’ve had different projects over the years. Look at Art.
Get Paid was an artist project by Maia Chao and Josephine
Devanbu which was originally an unsubmitted Dorner prize. They
were both RISD grads and came up with this program to invite
people to come look at the art, and they compensated them.
[Note: most of the participants were people from Providence
who had never been to a museum. They were invited as “guest
critics” to look at art for 2 hours and then provide feedback on
what the experience was like for them; did they feel welcome?

HOW TO DO
HUMANDid they enjoy what they saw? etc. They were each paid $75.]
was a lot of discussion among the staff about what people
WITH There
shared about the experience of coming to the museum. We’ve
a lot more Spanish-language programming, for examDIGITALadded
ple, and we have more specific local marketing, like billboards in
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parts of town that might otherwise not see them.

project called Museum Without Walls, which was about bringing artists and programming
form
into community spaces—libraries and parks, places like that. This
Mar. 2018
Year:
was really more about sharing an experience and beginning to
build relationships. Part of it for me goes back to what I said
earlierBear
aboutwith
being a connector—I’ve been here for so long that
To begin, I want to be entirely boring.
when too
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what exhibition is coming I can connect directly
me as I state this: we are spending
much
with
people
in the community whom I know might be interested
time looking at screens. I know, you
already
know
in it.that
Weyou
alsouse
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this. You, like me, have a computer
of expertise
every day for work and leisure, andplace
an iPhone
that and knowledge and saying “oh we have so
much looking
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tells you how many hours you’ve spent
at” Who holds expertise? With the Gorham Exhithere were
it. You’ve read articles about howbition,
the internet
is people just three miles away who manufactured
objects in the factory—they hold deep knowledge
destroying your attention span and
yourthese
capacity
about is
them.
So what I can do is offer space and resources.
for complex thought, how social media
making
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a
hauntingly beautifulChristina
imagesAlderman
showing did
the
Result:Director,
Family & Teen Programs
way technology views our 3 dimensional
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you depressed, and how much better
romanEmilyyour
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for2019
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3 clicking on an array of ranMay
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Deb For me, now,
dom yet delightful links, or for binge-watching
a what I’d consider a failure is if someone was
impacted by something that I had failed to consider.
show when you were supposednegatively
to be running
It’s and
about
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be. They were really upset because they pride
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mine,Inmaybe
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maybe
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usually
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but the
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you know,
being
live
in
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woods
and
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your
time
hand-dyeseeing eye of technology is, like there
a 21statCentury
Sauron,
every
event,
butalways
that day I was not. I had thought “it’s
ing
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and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I
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after you. The scanner I used forjust
these
photos
is
an
already
an artist
expressing
theiranopinion.” I was not caretaking. They
you,
and
I
follow
you
on
instagram.
The
fact
is,
I
tiquated technology; it is not capturing
you
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3D
but
trying
to
guards
handled
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am
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who the situation
perceive
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And I treasure my relationship with them—they
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in Paris
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who,
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people
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way that,
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experiences
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computers.
When
I
was
about
near-future, our humanness is nothing
but
a
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I don’t want anyone to get hurt. It’s not about not hav7, I used my mom’s new minitel to apologize.
make a baobab
ingfor
difficult
conversations
or about me supervising everything,
grow out of a car as an illustration
a story;
I
butand
it’s about
properly preparing people.
remember the warm feeling of awe
satisfaction that I could make this thing myself.
In my preEmily That’s
really interesting, because in the end, in every situateen years, I spent hours downloading
songs
off
tion you are dealing
with actual people — and people have difnapster and flirting with my crushes
by
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ferent feelings and experiences. When you’re a designer, you
can choose to step back and not be in a position where you’re
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in direct contact with people, so you don’t feel that impact as
directly. But in your position, you have to actually consider the
real person and not just an abstract idea of people. That’s really
important to me because I’m trying to do work that involves
people often in person in an participatory way, so these questions will definitely come up. I love hearing how you learn
from each experience, and your perspective of developing real
personal connections with people. So thank you for sharing
all that.
Deb Right, I always go back to the intention and making sure
“do you actually want people to come to this?”
Emily I know this is probably an impossible question to answer
but, do you have one dream thing that you would love to see
happen in the museum? Something that you’ve always wanted
to be able to do?
Deb This is the first thing that’s jumping to mind, so I’ll say this:
I enjoy and honor the institution as an academically rigorous
space that is steeped in scholarship, but I sometimes wonder,
what would be the fun safe game that could take place in the
space, where you are learning but it’s also fun? Something that
would be a fully immersive experience, where you are empowered to participate in the museum and gain knowledge [in a playful way.] People would freak out at the word “game”—it’s not a
word that we use—but I’d be so curious as to what that could be.
Emily That’s amazing. And also very similar to the things I was
trying to do before the coronavirus happened, which is fun.
One of the things I wanted to do was create a “murder mystery”
type experience, without the murder part, where you are fully
immersed in the story and making and learning things as a character with other people, in a playful participatory way. So it’s
funny you mention that. I am always inspired by games, and borrowing from “play” without it being for children.
OK, last question, just for fun: do you have a favorite
space in the museum?
Deb Hmm... The seventh floor is kind of cool! The seventh floor
is the photographer Eric Gould’s photo studio, and it’s got sky
lights, and then through a door to the right is the top of the
Grand Gallery. The seventh floor has always been one of those
true “behind the scenes” museum things. You take an elevator
and it just opens onto a photography studio. But I also love the
second floor, which is where I have my office. I feel like I’ve been
very familiar with the building after all of these years and that

HOW TO DO
HUMANtakes a really long time because it’s super winding. It’s funny
because, when I first started working here, a teacher called who
WITH wanted
to take her students on a tour. She told me they were
reading this book From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E.
DIGITALFrankweiler
and I remembered I loved that book as a child. It’s
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for athe
couple of days. And I realized “oh
hauntingly beautiful
images
showing
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dimensional
god, that might be why I work here.”
From the Mixed-Upform
Files of Mrs.
Result:

Emily Thank you again for speaking with me and generously
sharing your time and ideas with me. I hope I get to say thank
you in person one day once we are out of quarantine!
To begin, I want to be entirely boring. Bear with
me as I state this: we are spending too much
time looking at screens. I know, you already know
this. You, like me, have a computer that you use
every day for work and leisure, and an iPhone that
tells you how many hours you’ve spent looking at
it. You’ve read articles about how the internet is
destroying your attention span and your capacity
for complex thought, how social media is making
you depressed, and how much better your romantic life would be if you could just put your phone
down. You have, more than once, chastised yourself for staying up til 3 clicking on an array of random yet delightful links, or for binge-watching a
show when you were supposed to be running
errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
Basil E. Frankweiler
Mar.
Year:
By E.L. Konigsburg
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Franz Erhard Walther

A work on the table, on a plinth, on the floor, whatever, can be addressed as a
kind of sculpture. But when you take it into your hands, you change its status.
You turn yourself into a pedestal, into a plinth, by holding the piece. Then,
putting it back turns it into a traditional sculpture again. That brought me to the
idea of working with the body. I developed works to be used, to be acted with.
Above: Elfmeterbahn (Nr. 5, 1. Werksatz), 1964
Front cover: Activating “Cross Connecting Form” from First Work Set, 1967
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napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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errands. Maybe you quit facebook and intermittently
delete
instagram.
Getting
your
picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
Or
maybe
your use
of movie
screens
different
being in a dystopian
sci-fi
in is
which
you have nowhere
than
mine,
maybe
you
have
a
huawei,
maybe
you
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
live
in theeye
woods
and spend
seeing
of technology
is, your
like atime
21sthand-dyeCentury Sauron, always
ing
yarn
and
knitting
colorful
sweaters.
If
so,
I envyis an already anafter you. The scanner I used for these photos
you,
and I technology;
follow you on
instagram.
The fact
I but trying to
tiquated
it is
not capturing
you is,
in 3D
am
a 30 year
female
who
perceive
you old
as aFrench-American
2D thing. The images
it produces
are hauntgrew
up
in
Paris
and
who,
like
many
people
of
a
ingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
similar
distinctly
remember
firstthat, in a cyborg
coulddemographic,
easily make this
a metaphor
for themyway
experiences
computers. isWhen
I was
near-future,with
our humanness
nothing
but about
a faded memory.
7, I used my mom’s new minitel to make a baobab
grow out of a car as an illustration for a story; I
remember the warm feeling of awe and satisfaction that I could make this thing myself. In my preteen years, I spent hours downloading songs off
napster and flirting with my crushes by cleverly
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editing my “status” on MSN messenger. I went on
chat rooms and loved that no-one knew who I was.
I sent loonnnng emails to my friends filled with a
reckless amount of COLORFUL FONTS. I picked
up the phone and heard the screech of the AOL
connection. The internet was slow and janky and
marvelous and I loved it.
But you already know all this. You have your
own computer-internet origin story. The details of
yours may be different but, all the same, you fell
into this new virtual reality and here we are. The
internet is no longer slow. Our personal computers
can process information that in 1990 would have
required enough CD-roms to fill a house. Entire
industries have grown out of the internet and no
field has not been affected by it. We can buy anything we want at the press of a button. Everything
is fast and slick and scrollable. And we are spending too much time looking at screens.
The idea of doing “human” with “digital” is
not about admonishing computers or the internet
because I, like anyone who has experienced their
wonder and usefulness, love them and use them
every day. But it is about questioning their omnipresence in our lives. The works in this section
are ways to think about the human component
of these technologies: to bring them back to our
bodily scale, to confront them with our embodied
reality, to make them clunky and weird and fun
again. We’re so enmeshed in these digital tools
that we are practical cyborgs; rather than getting
fully sucked in and relinquishing control, can we
use them in ways that return us back to ourselves?

Name:

Scanner Portraits

What:

portraits taken with a portable Epson
scanner

Result:

hauntingly beautiful images showing the
way technology views our 3 dimensional
form

Date:

Mar. 2018

WITH
Getting your picture taken by a scanner reminds you a bit of
being in a dystopian sci-fi movie in which you have nowhere
to hide. In that movie, you are usually trying to hide, but the all
seeing eye of technology is, like a 21st Century Sauron, always
after you. The scanner I used for these photos is an already
antiquated technology; it is not capturing you in 3D but trying to
perceive you as a 2D thing. The images it produces are hauntingly poetic: they are blurry and almost devoid of color. You
could easily make this a metaphor for the way that, in a cyborg
near-future, our humanness is nothing but a faded memory.

Note: It’s May 2020 as I write this. I’m sure it will
be dated in a matter of years, and that I’ll laugh at
my own ignorance when I read this again. Oh well.
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with a reckless amount of COLORFUL FONTS. I
picked up the phone and heard the screech of the
AOL connection. The internet was slow and janky
and marvelous and I loved it.
But you already know all this. You have your
own computer-internet origin story. The details of
yours may be different but, all the same, you fell
into this new virtual reality and here we are. The
internet is no longer slow. Our personal computers can process information that in 1990 would
have required enough CD-roms to fill a house.
Entire industries have grown out the internet and
no field has not been affected by it. We can buy
anything we want at the press of a button. Everything is fast and slick and scrollable. And we are
spending time looking at screens.
How to do human with digital is not about
admonishing computers or the internet because
I, like anyone who has experienced their wonder
and usefulness, love them and use them every
day. But it is about questioning the omnipresence
of these technologies in our lives. It’s about looking at this moment in time and wondering what
it is that we really crave when we spend hours
scrolling—which, perhaps, are the very things
that made the internet so fun to use back in the
2000s: connection, discovery, weird unexpected
moments of joy? Rather than chastise, I wish to
offer alternatives to the screen that, at least temporarily, feel more appealing, more interesting,
more fun.

WITH
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Name:

Self as Google Image

What:

an experiment in which I reverse image
search images of myself on google over a
1 month period

Result:

a document that reveals the ways in which
I am perceived by the search engine and,
over time, am gradually subsumed by it

Date:

May 2018

WITH

Curious as to how the almighty Google would perceive me, I
uploaded 27 pictures of myself using its “reverse image search”
function. The results were fun and farcical; I was “jaw,” “smile,”
and, most pleasingly, “aerospace engineer.” Wanting to know
what precise part of me had led the search engine to these
descriptors, I tried to replicate the experiment a week or Result
two
Hairstyle
later with a new set of more pointed pictures. I dressed up as
different professions, mimicked various emotions, and otherwise performed for the algorithm. Much to my surprise and dismay, this time the results almost all came back the same: “girl.”
I re-uploaded the previous set of 27 pictures and the
same thing happened; I was now “girl.” Google had learned my
face and decided I was “girl.” Not woman, not female, not adult
human, but “girl,” a word used for female gendered children.
Can you tell I was pissed? I tried to break the algorithm, to wear
makeup, to do all sorts of things but it was always “girl, girl,
girl.” In a bout of digital Stockholm Syndrome I wondered if the
image database was now in love with me? It had seen me and
was singing me its own Beatles song with not enough lyrics.

22

March 24
Round 1
Test 9

23
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My final attempt was to try to break the “girl” curse in
order to be “seen” again beyond this algorithmic bias. I crafted various face appendages, masks made out of stickers and
papers and whatever I had around that would hide my features
enough to make me unrecognizable. And here I was again: a
“celebrity chef,” a “white collar worker” a “man.” I had to hide
to be seen again. A girl has no name, and no identity outside of
“girl,” apparently.

WITH
Result
Hairstyle

22

March 24
Round 1
Test 9

23
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girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

ADMR

girl

ADMR

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

plaster

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

256

girl

girl

girl

girl

sitting

girl

girl

sign language

257
278

girl

girl

girl

girl

girl

256

279

girl
257

man

gentleman
girl

girl

girl

standing

girl

266

girl

girl

267

girl

dress shirt

WITH
gentleman

girl

hand

276

girl
272

gentleman

sitting

girl

273

man

Result
White-collar worker

April 12
17
Round 2
3

gentleman
276

277

hand

April 18
Round 4
Test 36

277

238

239
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330

331

302

334

299
307

328

fun, fun, fun,
fun, fun, gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
gestreepte truigoren
rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

fun, fun, fun,
fun, fun, gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
gestreepte truigoren
rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

cafe, ceiling, ceiling,
ceiling, chinese
martial arts, cloche
hat, community,
coffeehouse,
cafe,
ceiling, ceiling,
denim, chinese
desk,
ceiling,
dress shirt,
ear,
martial
arts, cloche
ear,
fictional
hat,eye,
community,
character,
floor,
coffeehouse,
floor,
formalwear,
denim,
desk,
310

helmets, bicycle
helmets, black hair,
black hair, brown
fun,blond,
fun, fun,
hair,
boy,
fun, fun, gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
fun, fun, fun,
gestreepte truigoren
fun, fun, gentleman,
rood, gesture,
gentleman,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
gentleman,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
gentleman,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
gestreepte truigoren
rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl,
girl,girl,
girl,girl,
girl,girl,
girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl,fun,
girl,fun,
girl,fun,
girl,
girl,fun,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl,
fun,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl, girl,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl, girl,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl, girl,
girl,
girl, girl,
girl,
gestreepte
truigoren

dress shirt, ear,
ear, eye, fictional
character, floor,
girl,
girl, girl,
floor,girl,
formalwear,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

286

286

286

286

290

rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

reverse image searching the
physical attributes of a room

Result:

an installation that reveals google’s
perception of our surroundings and makes
its interpreted image results phyiscal
again by installing at full scale

Date:

May 2019

detailed

329

ADMR, adolescent,
adolescent,
aerospace
engineering, apple,
apple, apple,
arm,
ADMR,
adolescent,
arm, adolescent,
beanie, bicycle
helmets,
bicycle
aerospace
helmets,
blackapple,
hair,
engineering,
black
brown
apple,hair,
apple,
arm,
hair,beanie,
blond, bicycle
boy,
arm,

286

What:

335

306

284

Room 402

303

298

284

Name:

287

WITH

339

332

333

332

333

285

285

300

301

312

313

308

309

287

304

305

287
336

316

337

317

314

girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

315

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

287

287

338

311

girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
hair coloring,
hairstyle, hand,
hand, hand,
hand, hand,
interior design,
interior design,
interior design,
jaw, jaw, jaw,

jeans, lady, lady,
lip, lip, learning,
leather
jacket,
jeans,
lady,
lady,
leather
jacket,
lip,
lip, learning,
long
hair,
man,
leather
jacket,
man,
man,jacket,
mouth,
leather
neck,hair,
people,
long
man,
person,
plaster,
man, man,
mouth,
red
hair,people,
Remya
neck,
Nambeesan,
robes,
person, plaster,
292

291

292

red hair, Remya
Nambeesan, robes,

325

smile, snapshot,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
smile, snapshot,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,

robes, room, scarf,
selfie, selfie, selfie,
selfie,
shawl,
robes,
room,
scarf,
shoulder,
shoulder,
selfie, selfie,
selfie,
signselfie,
language,
shawl,sign
language,
sign
shoulder,
shoulder,
language,
sitting,
sign
language,
sign
sitting, sitting,
language,
sign
sitting, sitting,
language,
sitting,
sleeve,
smile,
sitting, sitting,
326

sitting, sitting,
sleeve, smile,

327

294

293

293

294

standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,

standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,

standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, student,
tamil t-shirt models,
table, teeth,
television, thumb,
wall, wigs, woman,
woman, 2017

295

295

We understand the internet exists in space, but, as demonstrated
by 90s movies where “hackers” would jump between humanscale screens to access the “main frame,” it’s hard to imagine
quite what it looks like. We know there are fiber optic cables
running through the ocean (and that sharks sometimes bite
them) and we know there are entire buildings dedicated to
storing our data. When we go online and search “cute kittens”
into Google image search, though, we see the results as a flat
buffet on our computer screen.
Room 402 is both a real physical space, and a digital
version of that space made physical. I’ll explain. I took photos
of every detail in a RISD “crit” room (room 402, in Fletcher),
then uploaded them each to google using reverse image
search. A picture of a hole left behind by a nail for example,
was interpreted by the google algorithm as being UFO. (Fair?) I
took whatever the top “visually similar” result was, downloaded
it, and printed it at full scale. In a browser search result, all
images look like they’re the same size, when in fact some are
as large as a loveseat and some are as small as a credit card.

296

297
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330

331

This is how I translated the web back into space: I printed
all the results at scale, then reintegrated them back into the
room next to the mark that had originally generated them.
Walking through the room, you could see both the strangeness
in Google’s perception of our physical space (we are not yet
at point in which a piece of a notebook is a notebook; it’s a
crocodile) and you could see perceive the internet with your
body by experiencing it at full scale.

302

303

334

298

299

306

307

328

329

ADMR, adolescent,
adolescent,
aerospace
engineering, apple,
apple, apple,
arm,
ADMR,
adolescent,
arm, adolescent,
beanie, bicycle
helmets,
bicycle
aerospace
helmets,
blackapple,
hair,
engineering,
black
brown
apple,hair,
apple,
arm,
hair,beanie,
blond, bicycle
boy,
arm,
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rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
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girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

cafe, ceiling, ceiling,
ceiling, chinese
martial arts, cloche
hat, community,
coffeehouse,
cafe,
ceiling, ceiling,
denim, chinese
desk,
ceiling,
dress shirt,
ear,
martial
arts, cloche
ear,
fictional
hat,eye,
community,
character,
floor,
coffeehouse,
floor,
formalwear,
denim,
desk,
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helmets, bicycle
helmets, black hair,
black hair, brown
fun,blond,
fun, fun,
hair,
boy,
fun, fun, gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
gentleman,
fun, fun, fun,
gestreepte truigoren
fun, fun, gentleman,
rood, gesture,
gentleman,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
gentleman,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
gentleman,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
gestreepte truigoren
rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl,
girl,girl,
girl,girl,
girl,girl,
girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl,fun,
girl,fun,
girl,fun,
girl,
girl,fun,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl,
fun,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl, girl,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl, girl,
girl,gentleman,
girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl,
girl,
gestreepte
truigoren

dress shirt, ear,
ear, eye, fictional
character, floor,
girl,
girl, girl,
floor,girl,
formalwear,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
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286

286

286

290

rood, gesture,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
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285
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300
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312

313

308

309

287

304
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336

316

337
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314

girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,

315

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

287

287

338

311

girl, girl, girl, girl,
girl, girl, girl, girl,
hair coloring,
hairstyle, hand,
hand, hand,
hand, hand,
interior design,
interior design,
interior design,
jaw, jaw, jaw,

jeans, lady, lady,
lip, lip, learning,
leather
jacket,
jeans,
lady,
lady,
leather
jacket,
lip,
lip, learning,
long
hair,
man,
leather
jacket,
man,
man,jacket,
mouth,
leather
neck,hair,
people,
long
man,
person,
plaster,
man,
man,
mouth,
red
hair,people,
Remya
neck,
Nambeesan,
robes,
person, plaster,
292

291

292

red hair, Remya
Nambeesan, robes,
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smile, snapshot,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
smile, snapshot,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,

robes, room, scarf,
selfie, selfie, selfie,
selfie,
shawl,
robes,
room,
scarf,
shoulder,
shoulder,
selfie, selfie,
selfie,
signselfie,
language,
shawl,sign
language,
sign
shoulder,
shoulder,
language,
sitting,
sign
language,
sign
sitting, sitting,
language,
sign
sitting, sitting,
language,
sitting,
sleeve,
smile,
sitting, sitting,
326

sitting, sitting,
sleeve, smile,
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standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,

standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
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standing,
standing, standing,
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standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing,
standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, standing,

standing, standing,
standing, standing,
standing, student,
tamil t-shirt models,
table, teeth,
television, thumb,
wall, wigs, woman,
woman, 2017
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Name:

nowwhatshouldido.com

What:

reinterpreting the functionalities of a
medieval “Book of Hours” for use in the
digital age

Result:

a website that gives you different suggestions for things to do based on the
hour of the day

Date:

Nov. 2018

WITH

In the 15th and 16th Century, being very religious was a good
look, especially if you were a woman: your social status was
closely linked to how pious you seemed to an outside observer. One thing you could do to improve your social status — er, I
mean, your feeling of piousness — was to commission a Book
of Hours for your personal use. A Book of Hours was an illuminated devotional book: it told you when to pray and what
to pray depending on the time of day and the period of the
year. You could also get custom prayers specifically for you,
based on something you felt you needed more guidance on;
maybe some guidance away from a particularly tempting sin?
Beyond its devotional aspect, a Book of Hours is fascinatingly performative: you read it and have to perform actions. Oh, it’s 2 in the afternoon and the month is May? Go
read this out loud 12 times in a row! Sol Lewitt could never.
nowwhatshouldido.com is a contemporary riff on this idea — you
can go on the website and, with every hour of the day, it will
give you a different action to take. It’s 2pm in May 2020? “Step
outside. Breathe in the air for 10 minutes.” The focus is on mental health and digital detox, rather than on devotional prayer.
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The same way a medieval Lady could customize her
Book, you can customize your experience: every time you reload
the page, 4 randomly-generated items will appear from a selection that includes an apple, a key, a shell, a fish, a rock, a flower
and more. Each one carries different symbolic meaning; a rock
represents longevity, for example, and the moon represents tidal
change. If you click on any of these items, you get an extra layer
added to your hour: a poem to read, a video to watch, a movement to make, or a set of images that all hint at the meaning of
your selected object.
nowwhatshouldido.com becomes a space to step away
from the web — rather than invite you to stay in its world, it invites you to return back to yourself, unplug, and maybe go read
a book? Something to make the medieval gods happy, I guess.
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The Future Looms Poster

What:

a poster that equates pixels with woven
threads

Result:

a visual take on the connection between
the histories of computation and traditional women’s work

Date:

Mar. 2019
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If you know a little about the history of computing, you’ve surely heard of Ada Lovelace: she was the first person
to write a
aan
n
math algorithm specifically for use in a computer. She
eexx was a
hhibi
bitit
ioion for
math prodigy, but she also was able to infer the use of math
n
machine applications from observing a Jacquard loom. Her vision was to “weave Algebraical patterns just like Jacquard loom
weaves flowers and leaves.”
Ada’s story is the starting point of a 1995 essay by Sadie
Plant entitled The Future Looms: Weaving Women and Cybernetics. In this poster, I imagine an exhibition centered around
the topic and do my own visual weaving: the poster is the size
of a rug, the pixels become tapestry, and systemic order becomes organized chaos.
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Name:

50/50 Type

What:

a bitmap typeface in which each letter is
exactly 50% filled and 50% empty, coded
onto a website pixel by pixel

Result:

a type specimen in which the page can
be resized between abstract pixel states
and an alphabet

Date:

Mar. 2018

WITH

When you design a typeface, you usually have to consider the
letters’ differences as much as their similarities. Some letters
take up a lot more space in a word than others: m is wide and
i is skinny. This is, well... obvious, but that visual difference also
helps you read.
I designed a typeface that goes against this idea: each
letter is made up of the exact same number of pixels. If each
character were in a square, 50% of it would be filled and 50%
empty. Doing this helps reveals the inherent structure in an alphabet: with all these pixels, the i is suddenly very fat, but the
m is spread very thin. It also allows the letters to transmute
between one another much more easily.
For the 50/50 Type specimen, I made a website in which
the letters are coded in, pixel by pixel. When you resize the
page the pixels shift, creating patterns and beautiful glitches.
At two specific browser widths (100% & 150%) the pixels form
into letters: one reveals the full alphabet and the other sets it
into two sentences: “pixel by pixel” and “fifty fifty.”
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HOW TO DO
INVENTION
WITH
PLAYFULNESS

Name:

Analog Variable Tyle Tool

What:

tool for writing every letter of the alphabet simultaneously, in different sized
brushes

Result:

a handwritten typeface where all the different width are based on the same matrix;
the typeface will have as many weights
as there are brushes affixed to the tool

Year:

Feb. 2019

When we were kids, play was part of life. You
spent your time pretending your bunk bed was
a submarine from which you would discover previously undiscovered underwater creatures, or, if
you were French, chain smoking your mother’s incense while waiting for three different imaginary
suitors to battle out who could take you on a ride
in Barbie’s car. “Let’s pretend” was a good thing;
a way to let your mind explore the territories of
So you ideas,
decided
youtowere
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to make
a multi-player tool for
ever-new
a way
try out
different
identities
writing
and you
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I neverbut
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minutes later
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in tried
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In How
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andhell
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and “what
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papers. Play
You may
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Emily
areover
you all
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is seen
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yourThere
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but on top of your sore
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bestgym
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dishonest
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also
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forlegs
this:you
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area ahandmade
child, you variable
are still figuring
onbehave
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the matrix way
is you.
outdrawn
how to
andmatrix,
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Here,
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rehearse social interaction; when you’re an adult lowercase and
uppercase,
plus thing
a fewfeels
glyphs.
I then
however,
the same
like you
aredigitized
refusing them all so the
can
used.
And I now deceiving
have an analog
to typeface
act mature
orbe
being
intentionally
and version of the
most current type technology: variable fonts.
disingenuous.
The thing is, if we were to ever face the arrival of an alien race on earth, we’d probably want
to practice. In many ways that’s what movies are:
ways for us to imagine how things might play out.
If, say, a global health crisis suddenly takes over
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the world, we can go watch multiple different stories that center this idea and get a sense of what
we are in for. Playing and pretending are acts of
embodied imagination; we can put ourselves in
the mindset of another or in extraordinary circumstances and imagine how we’d react. When the
purpose is creative interpretation, play is useful
and practical.
With “playfulness” we can do “invention.”
If we let ourselves pretend, get in costume, set
up incongruous situations, or generally go about
things in the same open-ended way we used to
go about inventing make-believe stores, we can
stretch ourselves beyond our normal sense of self
and imagine other ways of being and acting. In
doing so, we may be able to come up with strange
new ideas; to surprise ourselves and make things
with functionalities we would never have come up
with in our “rational” minds. Things that happen in
the play world don’t have to stay there, if they’re
interesting enough, we can return to reality with
them as real discoveries that help us better understand ourselves and our surroundings. That
was true when we were kids, and hopefully it’s at
least somewhat true of the works in this section.

Name:

Analog Variable Type Tool

What:

tool for writing every letter of the alphabet simultaneously, in different sized
brushes

Result:

a handwritten typeface where all the different width are based on the same matrix;
the typeface will have as many weights
as there are brushes affixed to the tool

Year:
Date:

Feb. 2019

WITH

So you decided you were going to make a multi-player tool for
writing and you went to home depot and you have no idea what
you’re doing but you’ve bought a bunch of piping tubes and
various connective fittings? You don’t know it yet, but you are
on the verge of a great invention! Or, at least, an invention.
I made a tool that allows you to write simultaneously in 8
different weights. It’s a tube with 8 different paintbrushes affixed
to it, each at a 8.5” interval. How it works is: you line the floor
with letter sized paper, dip all the brushes in ink, and then draw
a letter while holding the tube steady over all 8 papers. You may
feel like you’ve spent a day at the gym after completing your
alphabet, but on top of your sore legs you also get a handmade
variable font. All the letters are drawn on the same matrix, but
the matrix is you.
Here, I drew every letter of the alphabet, lowercase and
uppercase, plus a few glyphs. I then digitized them all so the
typeface can be used. And I now have an analog version of the
most current type technology: variable fonts.
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the world, we can go watch multiple different stories that center this idea and get a sense of what
we are in for. Playing and pretending are acts of
embodied imagination; we can put ourselves in
the mindset of another or in extraordinary circumstances and imagine how we’d react. When the
purpose is creative interpretation, play is useful
and practical.
With “playfulness” we can do “invention.”
If we let ourselves pretend, get in costume, set
up incongruous situations, or generally go about
things in the same open-ended way we used to
go about inventing make-believe stores, we can
stretch ourselves beyond our normal sense of self
and imagine other ways of being and acting. In
doing so, we may be able to come up with strange
new ideas; to surprise ourselves and make things
with functionalities we would never have come up
with in our “rational” minds. Things that happen in
the play world don’t have to stay there, if they’re
interesting enough, we can return to reality with
them as real discoveries that help us better understand ourselves and our surroundings. That
was true when we were kids, and hopefully it’s at
least somewhat true of the works in this section.
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Performing the Inventor - Patent Re-interpretation.
No. 0004

Patented Feb. 26, 2019

EMILY H. GUEZ, OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
PERFORMING THE INVENTOR

Fig. 1

A performance as an inventor, Patent No. 0004, dated February 26, 2019.

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Emily H. Guez,
of Providence, in the County of Providence, RI, have invented "Performing
the Inventor", a project and performance piece in which I reinterpret
old patents (potentially chosen from
the 190 patents Edison submitted for
the Phonograph) and create my own
version of what I thik these inventions were. These will draw on the
history of "useless machines" (Bruno
Munari), as well as highlight the history of patenting and how difficult it
is to tell what technology will be relevant in the future. These machines
will be comical and poke fun at the
idea of the (usually male) "inventor".
In addition to creating these machines, I will perform in short video
clips explaining these machines in
the style of early documentary TV
programs explaining technological
inventions.

Name:

Graphic Design Inventor’s Lab

What:

a performance in which I create a graphic
design version of Thomas Edison’s lab and
reembody his inventive spirit
Fig. 2

Result:

a performance in which I make a number
of “graphic design inventions” over the
course of several hours

Date:

Mar. 2019

WITH

If you are a graphic designer in 2020, you are likely using mostly
one tool: your computer. Every analog process that was once a
part of the trade has become a little icon in your InDesign. This
is, admittedly, very convenient. But it also means that you are
limited in the types of things you will do; your work and process
is predetermined for you by Adobe.
I was reading about Thomas Edison and found out he had
the first (designated as such) “inventor’s lab.” In it, he housed
“eight thousand kinds of chemicals, every kind of screw made,
every size of needle, every kind of cord or wire, hair of humans,
horses, hogs, cows, rabbits, goats, minx, camels... silk in every
texture, cocoons, various kinds of hoofs, shark’s teeth, deer
horns, tortoise shell... cork, resin, varnish and oil, ostrich feathers, a peacock’s tail, jet, amber, rubber, all ores...” and more.
I decided to make my own graphic design inventor’s
lab — except, rather than an extensive room with beakers everywhere, mine was a two-tiered suitcase. I gathered tools from
various trades and a wide selection of different materials, in the
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hopes that, when mixed together in an unexpected way, they’d
spark new ideas. And then I became an inventor: I donned a
hazmat suit, set up a workspace, and performed my role of
“inventor.” Over the course of 6 hours, I made 5 graphic design
“discoveries” and patented them at the “Office of Graphic
Design Inventions” (also a thing of my own invention.) The suitcase can be transported and used by anyone: it works both as
a performative suggestion, and as a real toolbox with which to
make unexpected form.
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Performing the Inventor - Patent Re-interpretation.
No. 0004

Patented Feb. 26, 2019

EMILY H. GUEZ, OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
PERFORMING THE INVENTOR

Fig. 1

A performance as an inventor, Patent No. 0004, dated February 26, 2019.

Fig. 2

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Emily H. Guez,
of Providence, in the County of Providence, RI, have invented "Performing
the Inventor", a project and performance piece in which I reinterpret
old patents (potentially chosen from
the 190 patents Edison submitted for
the Phonograph) and create my own
version of what I thik these inventions were. These will draw on the
history of "useless machines" (Bruno
Munari), as well as highlight the history of patenting and how difficult it
is to tell what technology will be relevant in the future. These machines
will be comical and poke fun at the
idea of the (usually male) "inventor".
In addition to creating these machines, I will perform in short video
clips explaining these machines in
the style of early documentary TV
programs explaining technological
inventions.
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“Necessity is the mother of invention”
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Name:

Tool Box

What:

small boxes filled with incongruous items
and given to people with a prompt to
make a tool they’d want to use

Result:

8 different inventions by 8 different people,
revealing the variety in their approaches
to making

Date:

Nov. 2019

WITH

For many people, a tool box is something you keep on hand in
case something in your house has broken — like a chair with a
screw loose — or to build something simple, like that one piece
of furniture you didn’t buy from IKEA or that picture frame you
need to install. Toolboxes are practical and purposeful.
What if there could be a toolbox for going completely
off script? An invitation to create in the most open sense: to
do something with your hands and make something completely
of your own invention. Inspired by George Maciunas’s Fluxkits,
which he mailed to his artist friends with absurdist prompts to
“write your name” out of a series of seemingly-random objects,
Tool Box is a kit to inspire your weirdest ideas.
The box is filled with a number of items with little to no prescribed use: 3 sections of PVC pipe, ink, string, rubber bands, 2
elbow connectors and 2 straight connectors, a sponge, velcro,
those round pieces of felt that go under your chairs to prevent
scratching, a bar of Sculpey and 4 thin pieces of wood. At the
bottom of the box, once you’ve taken everything out, there is a
simple instruction: make a tool you want to use.
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I put together 8 of these boxes, then handed them to 8
different people who all had different relationships to “making.”
With the same items, each person invented a completely different thing: there was a tool for defamiliarizing yourself from your
computer mouse (for when you are “too comfortable with your
mouse” and what you are making is “boring and predictable”),
a handheld harp, a set of prongs, a stamping tool, a system for
“transporting multiple bags from your car to your house” without hurting your hands, and more.
Tool Box is both an incentive for playful invention and
thinking with your hands — something that is often underutilized — and an invitation to celebrate the joy and strangeness
inherent in human creativity.
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5. Caroline Robinson Smith & John Long
3-5FT INK APPLICATOR
1. Hillary Good
PRINTING TOOL

4. Erin Perfect
PATTERN-MAKING TOOL
2. Forough Abadian
OBJECT CHOPSTICK

WITH

7. Reid Pitney Higginson
RUBBER HARP

6. Séyong Ahn
MOUSE CONTROL TOOL

8.

Kit Son Lee
FINGERSAFETM
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Name:

Furniture Utopias

What:

furniture designed to meet people’s emotional & psychological needs rather than
their physical ones

Result:

a book of speculative objects that allows you to think about abstract concepts
through concrete objects
May 2019

WITH

One definition of furniture is that it consists of “large movable
equipment used to make a house, office, or other space suitable for living or working.” Generally speaking, “equipment” to
make space “suitable for living” is understood in terms of our
bodies’ needs: furniture is what turns space into human space.
It makes an open room into a place in which our bodies can
exist: we can sit, lean, lie down, store things, work on things,
eat things, etc. There is a direct correlation between our own
physicality — the dimensions of our bodies — and our furniture.
This is straightforward, and understood.
But what if we considered our emotional, psychological, and social needs instead? What would furniture look like if
designed to support our non-bodily needs? Furniture Utopias
is a catalog of speculative furniture designed around Abraham
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, and inspired by people’s answers to a questionnaire in which I asked what their personal utopias would be. (I also sourced descriptions from various
Reddit threads around this topic.)
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The furniture ranges from the general — a chair that envelops you and shields you from the outside (supports your need
for safety) or a table that is a living tree (supports your need
for connection to nature) — to the very specific. One person expressed that their “perfect feeling” is “when it’s raining outside
and you know it’s cold but you’re in bed and you are warm and
protected” so I made them a bed connected to a water system
that allows them to experience that feeling whenever they want.

WITH
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Name:

Enclothed Invention Experiment

What:

a performative project in which I dressed
up as 8 different archetypal characters
and performed a series of creative tasks

Result:

a character study in enclothed cognition,
a surprising form of personal therapy, as
well as a series of objects corresponding
to each persona

Date:

Dec. 2019

WITH

In 2012, a social psychology research team found that, when
wearing a doctor’s lab coat, your ability to focus on a task goes
up by about 25%. This is true even if you are not a doctor. The
performative power of the coat is enough to affect your sense
of self. The term they invented for this is “enclothed cognition”
and I wanted to try it out for myself. I set up an experiment in
which I selected 8 different “professions” — painter, homemaker, maker, professor, conceptual artist, curator, designer and
author — and created archetypal outfits for each of them.
The characters were all ones I was drawn to for various
reasons, but they are also universal “types” understood to exist
by just about anyone. Once I had created their costumes, I set
up an experiment for myself: in a room, I hung up all 8 outfits,
3 cameras, and a desk on which I’d set up a variety of very different objects, from design books to carpenter tools. Over the
course of 8 hours, I methodically performed as each character.
I put on each outfit, went to the table, and made something.
Whatever the character-thinking-through-me was inspired to
make, I’d make. Once the thing was finished, I’d move to the
next persona.
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This was both a (extremely not legit) psychology experiment in the performative power of clothes to change not only
our thinking process but our creative output (I found that enclothed cognition did work) and a weird personal art therapy
project in which I discovered which “selves” I most preferred
embodying. The question I take with me is: how can I apply
these discoveries to participatory projects in future? The fun
thing about research is that it always points to more research.
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HOW TO DO
CONNECTION
WITH
SITUATION

Name:

Atlas, aka Sisyphus was a Housewife

What:

a publication based on items found,
things seen, tasks completed and experiences had in and around Providence

Result:

an exploration, through found objects and
coincidence, of the connection between
Sisyphus—the mortal who was punished by
Greek Gods to a life of toil— and the
every day labors of housewives
Oct. 2018

WITH

Humans
Year: are inherently social creatures. What’s
the Aristotle quote? “Man is by nature a social
animal. Society is something that precedes the individual.” This is corroborated by both history and
psychology, which is weird considering how much
time
weGreek
spendmyth,
theseSisyphus
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the
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The more connected we are, paradoxically, the less connected we actually feel. Remember
before the internet was everything and we just sat
and read books or listened to music or went out
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with our friends and we didn’t ever record it? (That
particular description of life may have been specific
to being a teenager, but you get the point.) All of it
lived it our memories and our minds and our inside
jokes. We had secret gardens. We could disappear
for a moment. Our connections were made of shared
experiences and stories, not of fiber-optics.
Anyway, the point of these embarrassingly
cheesy metaphors is simply that, as humans, we
find a lot of meaning from understanding one another and a lot of joy finding the places we overlap. Without being in person, we are missing out
in all the unexpected ways real people react in
the real world. Doing “connection” with “situation” is about creating moments in which being in
person is the point and in which connecting with
other humans is the focus. It’s about experiencing yourself in relation to others in time and place,
but also, when possible, through time and place.
If it’s made physical, the past can be experienced
in the now, the other can be experienced as self,
and the distant can feel close. It’s about making
sure to find moments to simply feel human.

Name:

Atlas, aka Sisyphus was a Housewife

What:

a publication based on items found,
things seen, tasks completed and experiences had in and around Providence

Result:

an exploration, through found objects and
coincidence, of the connection between
Sisyphus — the mortal who was punished
by Greek Gods to a life of toil — and the
every day labors of housewives
Oct. 2018

Year:

WITH

In the Greek myth, Sisyphus was a man who was too powerful,
and too cocky about it. To punish him, the Gods condemned
him to a life of meaningless, futile labor. His task was to push a
heavy boulder up a hill but never to accomplish the climb: once
he reached the top, the boulder would go rolling back down
and Sisyphus had to start all over again.
I picked up a book entitled Voices of The American
Homemakers (by Eleanor Anrold) from the one the Brown University libraries. In it, women from early 19th Century America
talk about their daily lives: the way they used to iron their husband’s clothes with hot coal, the way they had to wash the
clothes by hand and care for their children. They, too, repeated
their labor day after day, without ever completing it.
Camus linked the story of Sisyphus to that of the human
condition: to “man.” I link Sisyphus to the housewife. Camus
says “we must imagine Sisyphus happy;” the homemakers
found joy and fulfillment in the simplicity and repetition of their
daily toil. This Atlas invites you to put yourself in the women’s
shoes, to hear their voices and connect your own condition to
theirs: to realize that pushing a boulder up a hill is part of human condition, but maybe some push harder than others.
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friends and we didn’t ever record it? (That particular description of life may have been specific to being a teenager, but you get the point.) All of it lived it
our memories and our minds and our inside jokes.
We had secret gardens. We could disappear for
a moment. Our connections were made of shared
experiences and stories, not of fiber-optics.
Anyway, the point of these embarrassingly
cheesy metaphors is simply that, as humans, we
find a lot of meaning from understanding one another and a lot of joy finding the places we overlap. Without being in person, we are missing out
in all the unexpected ways real people react in
the real world. Doing “connection” with “situation” is about creating moments in which being in
person is the point and in which connecting with
other humans is the focus. It’s about experiencing yourself in relation to others in time and place,
but also, when possible, through time and place.
If it’s made physical, the past can be experienced
in the now, the other can be experienced as self,
and the distant can feel close. It’s about making
sure to find moments to simply feel human.

WITH
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Name:

Strange Gifts

What:

a publication based on a 4-day road trip
between two GD MFA studio mates: myself
and Hilary du Pont

Result:

a way to connect different historical periods and geographical places to each
other; stories that function both as a
newspaper and a portable exhibition

Date:

May 2020

WITH

In February 2020, right before the world was about to be upended by the wide spread of the Coronavirus and around a
month before we’d have to stay confined indoors for weeks on
end, my classmate Hilary du Pont and I went on a road trip.
We’d read about the 1973 Cranbrook design trip, in which a
group of grad students had gone on a journey to visit significant
art & design historical landmarks and then made an annotated
poster about it. (Designed by Ed Fella & Katherine McCoy).
We decided to take our own graphic design road trip,
leaving from Providence and stopping in Boston, Salem (MA),
Portland (ME), Kittery & Porstmouth (NH)—and driving through
many small towns along the way. Our goal was to just go, observe, take in the cities, towns, and people we saw, and then
come back and compile everything we’d gathered into a publication. As we went, we identified some recurring themes: the
history of North America was a big one (that’s what you get for
spending a lot of time in local museums), but so were money,
trade, witches, home decoration, and more (all more or less
within the umbrella of North American history.)
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We devised a publication that would have a dual function:
it could be read like a normal newspaper or be broken apart
spread by spread and hung on the wall so as to create an exhibition space in a moment’s time. We made a t-shirt that tells you
how to make a witch (make a woman do too much repetitive labor) and a bumper sticker that says “magick happens.” (Many of
the things we were drawn to were, clearly, reflective of interests
we’d already had.)
We used the publication both as way to recontextualize
history for a contemporary audience, and as a way to connect
with these seemingly ancient stories and artifacts in our own
spaces: you can pull out our spread featuring a period McIntire
chair, fold it along the seam, and now have a miniature version
of it sitting in your living room. You can plaster our contemporary
take on a 17th Century wallpaper on your wall. And you can sit
by the fire place and just read a strange little newspaper.

WITH
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sbaT lloD repaP

:emaN

Name:

Paper Doll Tabs

sehtolc esohw sllod repap dezis tluda
elpoep lacirotsih laer no desab era

:tahW

What:

adult sized paper dolls whose clothes
are based on real historical people

fo seitilaer xelpmoc ot tcennoc ot yaw a
ruo —ytilanommoc elpmis a hguorht tsap eht
lufyalp tel ot noitativni na dna —sehtolc
tnemegagne lufthguoht ot dael noitcaretni

:tluseR

Result:

a way to connect to complex realities of
the past through a simple commonality—our
clothes—and an invitation to let playful
interaction lead to thoughtful engagement

0202 .raM / 9102 .ceD

:etaD

Date:

Dec. 2019 / Mar. 2020
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.s0081
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WITH

Let’s imagine you are walking around your city. You turn a corner and then suddenly someone who lived on that exact street
300 years ago is standing there. What would you do? Talk to
them? Ask them about their lives?
Paper Doll Tabs is time-travel for your regular life. A series of adult sized paper dolls* are installed throughout the city
of Providence.† When you walk up to one, you will first notice
its bright color: each outfit is a fun, playful invitation to “try it on”
for yourself. You can pick up the dress, hold it up against your
body, and see yourself as you might have looked, had you lived
in early colonial America or worked in a weaving mill in the early
1800s.
Once you’ve (pretend) put on the clothes, (and maybe
taken a picture or two for your instagram account?) you’ll notice
that the back of the doll has some information. On the early
colonial dress, for example, you’ll find a picture of a little doll all
dressed up in period clothes. That doll is a “fashion baby”—imported from Europe, it was used to develop patterns for women’s clothing. This allowed women to follow the latest trends: by
importing a really small scale version of them by boat.
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A dress becomes the point of departure from which you
can relate to the every day life of long-gone people. In lieu of
an oral history, it’s a history passed on through objects, garments and things. One of the main things we have in common
with any historical person is our bodiesm and garments are
the most direct extension of that; almost any human, no matter
the time or place, would have been wearing some version of
clothes. You can relate to their own lived reality through the
lens of your own embodied physicality.
A specially-developed iteration of Paper Doll Tabs was
planned to be installed in the RISD Museum in March 2020,
concurrent with with a feminist Wikipedia Edit-A-Thon. For this
installation, the clothes of 4 women artists not on wikipedia
would have been placed in the galleries, with information about
their lives and an invitation to write them back into history. The
museum closed due to concerns related to the coronavirus 10
days before they would have been installed.

WITH

*Paper dolls, if you don’t know, are little dolls made out of paper.
The doll is wearing undergarments, and you can cut out a number of outfits and affix them to your doll by folding tabs onto its
shoulders.
† I made these dresses in December 2019 and was going to
install them in the Spring. I was unable to do so, because the
coronavirus pandemic prevented me and everyone else from
being outside.
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Proposed "paper doll” dresses:

Name:

Level Up Stairs

What:

a publicly installed open game for going
up 3 long flights of stairs

Result:
Result:

a playful way to interact with public
space & other people in public space,
and a way to focus on play while making
a physically painful upward climb

Year:
Year:

Oct. 2018

WITH

The RISD Museum sits on a hill. Because of this, there are two
entrances: one at the bottom of the hill, and one at the top. To make
it possible for you to chose your entrance, there’s a staircase next
to the galleries that allows you to get from the bottom to the top.
The stairs are convenient, but here’s the thing: they are
very tiring. You go straight up 3 flights of stairs — 73 steps in a
very short amount of time. After observing people trudging their
way up and down, I wondered if there could be a way to make
the climb more fun, and to create a playful reward for reaching the top. People naturally know that a bunch of dots of the
same color following each other means a path (thanks Hansel &
Gretel!) so I set out to turn the staircase into a somewhat twister-reminiscent real-life video game.
When you showed up at the bottom of the steps, you
were greeted by 4 different color dots. There were no instructions except for “START.” The first staircase (LEVEL 1) was the
easiest; there were dots on each step. The second staircase
(LEVEL 2) was a bit harder — you had to lunge a few times and
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Proposed "paper doll” dresses:

contortion a bit. By LEVEL 3, you were in a for a much more
different climb: dots would be missing on multiple steps in a
row or you’d have to stretch your legs as wide as possible. If
you reached the top, you were greeted with “YOU WIN!!!” and
could take a small round sticker in the color of the path you
followed as proof of your achievement.
Not everyone played the Level Up game, but many people did: students, museum-goers, teenagers, families... Friends
competed against one another and strangers posted their
paths to instagram. It was an unexpected moment of play in
the monotony of their day. The only thing is: leveling up is a lot
harder in real life than in a video game... by Level 3 your legs are
so tired it feels like you are battling a boss with only a half-life
left. Time to start training, I guess.

WITH
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Name:

Mirror Maze

What:

an installation that features 3 periscopes and 1 mirrored prism, installed to
create the illusion that are one entity

Result:

a surprising optical experience that changes
your relationship to the space you are in and
the people around you

Date:

Dec. 2018

WITH

Aside from traveling to breathtaking locations, many of the experiences that surprise and delight us these days are happening in one place: our screens. We see stuff that is usually 3D
and moving in space on a two dimensional surface and it blows
our minds a little. (If you’ve ever jumped off a large cliff in World
of Warcraft and felt sick to your stomach, you know your brain
truly is a little confused.)
But do we really need tech to surprise and delight us? I
decided to make a device to heighten “real reality”— borrowing
the idea of a cardboard viewfinder from the lowest-level VR
headset (Google cardboard), but shifting it up a scale to fit the
whole of the human head rather than just the eyes.
Mirror Maze, as the name implies, is an optical maze
made up of periscopes (basically, mirrors looking at each other
at a 45° angle). When people look in to one of the cardboard
apertures, they expect to see one part of the room, but instead
they see something totally different: each other. Friends shout
at each other in surprise, strangers make faces at one another,
people call each other over to share this strangely delightful
experience and try to figure out how it works.
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The Mirror Maze is a simple thing — it’s a device with no
instructions, you can figure out how it works just by looking at
it — but it alters your routine experience of reality for just a few
moments. It does so not by transporting you to a strange and
distant land but by return you to most unexpected thing of all:
another human being, existing right here right now, staring back
at you.

WITH
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Name:

THINGS: Objects & Their Stories

What:

an exhibition organized in a RISD hallway
showcasing objects from classmates & the
meaning they hold

Result:

a way to connect with people’s personal
stories (and the RISD community) through
the evocative power of objects

Date:

Nov. 2018

WITH
In the hallway of the RISD Design Center, there are a series
of display cases. Usually, these house graphic design artifacts
and their historical context — Doug Scott, the History of Graphic Design professor, curates them. Together with my classmate
Hilary du Pont, I devised an exhibition in that space that would
surprise the audience of students and faculty who walk by the
cases every day and help create an increased sense of connection within the community.
We asked our classmates to share an object of theirs
that told a story — we offered prompts but generally left it open
for them to chose what story they wished to tell. We got all
sorts of responses, from a suitcase named Ethel to a small
noisemaker toy from an arcade and a collection of found costume jewels. The stories these objects told (the meaning they
held for their owners) ranged from the funny to the sentimental
and the odd; there were stories of romance, friendship, remembrance, personal struggle and weird obsessions.
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We installed these objects in the hallway gallery (in front
of a bright blue backdrop, for a visual jolt) and provided a small
publication in which people could read all the stories. We had
made 120 booklets, which were free to take, and thought we’d
have enough for the duration of the exhibition (about 4 weeks)
but within a few days they were all gone. Even the private things
of others have meaning to us: even if we don’t have the exact
same story, we can identify a few things of our own that mean
a lot more to us than their material value.
Letting the object be the point of curiosity — the story teller — was a way to let the audience decide what conversation
they wanted to have; to peek into each other’s lives without
being a burden, simply by asking “why the hell is this fan sitting
in the display case in the hallway?” We can connect over a
shared book or a model train and realize we have a lot in common. Simple things, it turns out, can actually be big.

WITH
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Apricot
to
Zafu

WITH

An ABC of things
that mean things to me.
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Apricot
My grandma grew up in Tunis, Tunisia.
A lot of the Jews in France are from North
Africa, so we are a sub-group that is part
of the cultural landscape. There is a song
by Patrick Bruel, who is an Algerian Jew,
in which he describes the stories of his
parents back home before they emigrated.
I can picture my grandma dancing to it,
twirling her hands above her head, every
time I hear the words “les noyaux d’abricots pour toi c’etait des billes” — “apricot
cores, to you, were marbles.” I know all the
lyrics and I cry every time. There’s a special kind of pain that comes from leaving
your home and all your loved ones behind.

Bow-tie
My grandpa is 98 years old. He lives in
a retirement community in Florida and,
a few years ago, his girlfriend of 10 years
died suddenly. He was devastated. I was
working freelance at the time, so I flew
over. I thought it’d be for a week, but ended
up living with him for a month. Every few
nights, we’d go down to the dining room in
our best outfits: my grandpa with his bowtie and me in some form of dress. Over
the course of the month, I became close
friends with a lot of 90 year olds. We’d talk
about the news, politics, and about their
lives — normal things, but, when your friends
are almost one hundred, they have a century’s worth of stories to tell. I felt I suddenly
had access to these oral histories; very old
people are the definition of living history.
And, especially after a few 5pm cocktails,
they are so much fun to hang out with.

WITH
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Calling
Card

My grandma grew up in Florida. After college
she moved to New York and was one of the
first women on Wall Street. We found a Mrs.
Magazine article about her. She was reluctant
to marry my grandpa because she’d have
to quit her job. After she died, I was digging
through her things and I found this pile of
calling cards that read “Mrs. Julian Peterson.”
She’d crossed out “Julian” and written “Janet.”

Dollar Bill

WITH

When I was a kid, we’d come to the U.S.
every year for Christmas to visit my grandparents. My grandma had Alzheimer’s so
they had to move back after she started losing
her French. My mom would give me some
dollar bills, and that money felt so different
to me than the Francs and Euros I’d get for
pocket money. So much more special. Those
dollar bills were the key to all my pre-teen
dreams; I could buy things without having
to account for it like I did in France. Sometimes when I look at a dollar bill in my wallet
I suddenly get a hit of that old feeling, as
though the little girl in me is holding my wallet. It’s strange to remember the foreignness
of something that is now so normal to me.
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Envelope
Neither of my parents graduated college, and
neither of them have lived in America after
the age of 6. So, when I went to Bennington
for college, I was living out both their campus
movie dreams. 75% of my tuition was
covered by the school but, aside from loans,
I still had to pay about $5K per semester.
My parents did not have a lot of money, and
we’d sometimes get threatening calls that
I wouldn’t be able to register for classes if
they didn’t transfer it right away. The easiest
way to quickly get the money to me was to
send it via Western Union. My dad never told
me how much he had to sacrifice to pay that
bill; I'd just get a call to go downtown and
pick up the $5,000 in cash. I felt so nervous
carrying that envelope back with me on the
school shuttle to deliver it to financial aid
services. It was so much stress on his end,
but all I ever heard was: just keep studying.

Fabric
My grandma is a saleswoman at a fabric
shop in the Paris fabric district, near Montmartre. She is almost 84 but is still hoping
to go back to work after the coronavirus;
she loves people and is friends with everyone at her job even though most are 40–60
years younger than her. When I was in college I studied painting. I was obsessing over
how canvas is a fabric and wanting to try
other cloth options, so I asked her to send
me some samples I could use. She mailed
me a box filled with fabrics in many colors
and materials. I ended up cutting them,
tearing them, draping and stapling them on
to my paintings. She came to the U.S. for
my senior show. It was not at all what she’d
expected, but she still framed a picture of
the show on her wall and put it on her mantel. She tells that story to any young artist-type and any American who comes to the
store: she will find a way to connect, no
matter what.

WITH
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Game Boy Hairbrush
I must have gotten the game boy color in
‘98 or ‘99. I only had one game: Pokémon,
blue edition. My grandma and I picked up the
cartridge on our way to the synagogue on
Yom Kippur. I remember how I felt standing
under the tallit and hearing the shofar with
my uncle, dad and grandma because I was
so excited about the game. That old ritual,
which has existed for centuries and which
I’d attended all my life, suddenly felt new and
exciting because of the anticipation of discovering a whole new world. I spent so many
hours getting lost in it after that — it was the
most magical feeling, to be able to go freely
on adventures, encounter magical creatures and beat my opponents, when in reality
I was an extremely shy 9 year old girl sitting
in my grandma’s house. If I play video games
now, it’s always an RPG: I get obsessed
with exploring other universes.

My grandma had Alzheimer’s pretty much the
whole time I knew her. I only have a few memories from before she forgot who we were.
Her in her garden, her cooking at the countryside house my grandparents had built, her in
my grandparents’ old house in Stoney Creek
where I got a splinter so large it took up my
entire palm. One is particularly strong though:
she was watching me for a weekend and was
trying to brush my hair. The knots at the base
of my neck were so matted that the hairbrush
kept getting stuck. She got sick of detangling
it and just chopped a chunk of my hair off.
It was totally fine — no one could see it. My
family thinks this was around the time she’d
started forgetting things, but maybe she’d just
found a much more straightforward way of
dealing with a stressful situation.

WITH
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Invitation

Jeans

When I was in high school, I got an invitation to attend a “rally.” I had no idea what
this was, but basically it’s a debutante ball
thrown by Parisian elites. I went to a posh
private school for 2 years after I almost failed
out of 10th grade. Private school is a lot
less expensive in France than it is in the US,
but it’s still mostly attended by the upper
class. I had never spent so much time with so
many people who would have gotten their
heads cut off during the French Revolution.
I had no idea what to wear to this “rally” — this
is a thing at which most people are wearing three thousand dollar dresses. I ended
up in a basic black T-shirt dress; I figured
they already knew I wasn’t one of them. At
the party, I felt I was peeking into a new world
like a traveler on a somewhat alien planet. I
wonder how I would have felt if I had dressed
up and disguised myself as one of them.

When I was a kid, I was so shy I never spoke
to anyone. I would hide behind my mom’s
acid washed jeans whenever we encountered
any strangers. One day I grabbed the wrong
jeans and looked up to see a man staring
at me. Everyone laughed and I was mortified.
My dad says I wouldn’t speak to anyone if
he took me to a party with his friends, but on
the car ride back I’d ask a million questions
about why so and so did this or that, and tell
him who was cheating on who and who was
depressed. (This was France after all.) You
can learn a lot from observing people.

WITH
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Keyboard

When I was in 7th grade, we had “technology” class. We all had been given our own
computers and had to type something — I
don’t know what. I had been seated nearby
a boy I had a crush on, and suddenly felt it
was crucial I be the fastest typist in class.
Everyone started commenting on the impressive clicking sounds coming from my keyboard. Meanwhile, most of what I was typing
was complete nonsense and I was backspacing every other word to correct the typos.

Love
Letters
My grandpa died when I was 9 months old.
I have a few pictures of me with him but
no conscious memories. When I visited my
grandma last summer she’d recently found
a stack of love letters he’d written her before
they were married. Most were short — scribbled on the back of his business cards — but
he’d deliver them every week on the sabbath.
She was seventeen when they met, and he
wrote her letters every week until they were
married 3 years later. She didn’t want me to
read too many — they said things like “my love,
I love you blindly, madly, eternally” — but she
let me have a look. It was strange and wonderful to see the handwriting of a grandfather
I’ve never known, to see this proof of life, and
especially to see how much he’d loved my
grandmother.

WITH
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Melon

Notebook

My cat Neo, who I named at around 14 years
old when I was obsessed with The Matrix,
loved melon more than anything. He could
smell it as soon as you brought it home and
would start meowing right away. He died
suddenly a few hours after my Grad Studio I
final crit. That cat had been my refuge as a
teenager, and traveled across the ocean with
me after I graduated college. It’s amazing
to me how meaningful a non-human relationship can be. “Mellon,” which sounds a lot
like “melon,” is the Elvish word for “friend”
in The Lord of the Rings.

When I visit my family in Paris, it’s usually at
the end of summer. The stores are filled with
back to school supplies. I never lived in Paris
without being in school, so the ruled notebooks are extremely nostalgic for me. You
can’t get them in the US. I always buy 4 – 5
of them and use them for the year. I doubt
any of my French friends are still using them,
but my American friends love them. These
notebooks are both a useful item and an artifact that connects me to my past self.

WITH
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Oil
The joke among French North African Jews,
at least in my family is: if you see a gallon
of oil, buy it for your grandma! She’ll use it
in a week. When I was growing up we went
to my grandma’s house to celebrate every
Jewish holiday, and she’d make a spread of
20 or so dishes. Couscous, caponate, slata mechouia, slata jidda, mekbouba, satta
loubia, bricks aux pommes de terre, msouki,
pkeila, etc. She emigrated to France the day
after her wedding, when she was 20. She
learned to cook from calling her mom on the
phone. These dishes connect her back to
home. I learn to cook them by calling her on
the phone. They remind me of home.

Postcard

WITH

There are free-entry museums everywhere
in Paris, and when I was 4 or 5 my mom
would take me to one almost every week.
She made it really fun: we’d start by going
to the gift shop and buying a few postcards, and then we’d walk through the galleries to find what was depicted. I loved it.
Once we found them, we’d tell stories about
the paintings. We’d only spend about an
hour at the museum each time, but it made
me feel that art was fun and accessible.
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Quilt
The first time I was abroad by myself was
my freshman year of college. I spent six
weeks in Mali doing an internship at a local
school; my mom vaguely knew someone
who lived there and they set this up for me.
I had no idea what I was doing and I don’t
think I helped the teachers with much of
anything. After the six weeks were up, my
mom came to visit and we went on a weeklong trip. We left Bamako and went to the
smaller city of Mopti and to a small dogon
village. Everything felt different after we left
the capital — it felt like seeing the country
without as much influence left over from
the French colonies. The architecture was
beautiful and otherworldly to my mind, and
people were so kind to this mother-daughter
“toubabou” (white person) duo. I bought
one thing to remember the trip by — a large
mud cloth, a traditional textile that is hand
woven, a bit like a quilt, and dyed with local
ingredients.

Racket

WITH

I was an extremely unsporty kid. The kind of
kid that catches the ball with their face 90%
of the time. For some reason my parents decided to buy me a tennis racket for Christmas
one year and sign me up for a tennis camp.
I was so bad that after a few days my instructor started cheering whenever the opponent
made a wrong play because it meant I’d get
a point. I don’t think the racket got much use
after that.
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Spider-Man
My little brother loves Spider-Man. He
can recite the first 15 minutes of SpiderMan: Into the Spider-Verse by heart. He
just turned seven and I bought him a Miles
Morales “read it yourself” book and a
418 piece Spider Crawler Lego set for his
birthday. He, my mom and my step dad
live in Zambia; I met him for the first time at
Christmas in my first year of grad school.
We are 23 years apart and I only see him
twice a year, but we are so close anyway.
And I agree with him: Spider-Man is one
of the best superheroes and Spider-Verse
is an amazingly good movie.

Trunk
For some reason, when I moved to the U.S.
for college, my family was convinced that
I needed a trunk. That’s what happens in
American summer camp movies and we did
not question it. My dad had gotten this old
trunk from a movie set. It really looked the
part, black with golden clasps, and I filled
it with all my favorite things from home. Part
of me was terrified I’d never come back
to France, so I acted liketthis was a full move,
not a “going to college” move. I’ll never forget the look of horror on the woman’s face
at the AirFrance counter when she weighed
the trunk at check-in. It was so heavy there
was no extra fine high enough to get it on
the plane. My dad ended up shipping it to
me somehow; I still cherish all those things
I wanted to keep, but the trunk suffered
some damage and is now in my backyard as
a compost container.

WITH
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U.S. Flag
I didn’t study English in school because
I was already speaking it fluently at home.
I studied German instead. When I transfered
to a private school in my junior year, they
offered a “high level” English class. In my
senior year, I decided to join because I’d never
written an essay in English and was thinking
about applying to colleges in the U.S. They
brought in an American as a “conversation”
teacher for a few weeks. For an exercise one
day me and my friends had prepared a short
skit — I can’t remember what it was about but
it involved me wrapped in an U.S. Flag. As
we started our performance, she stopped us
with a look of horror and told us we should
not disrespect the flag in this way. I was
shocked. I thought she was crazy; now I realize her reaction is probably the norm for many
in the U.S. When French people visit me
here, the thing they find the weirdest is how
many flags there are everywhere.

VHS

WITH

One of my earliest memories of being bilingual was when my mom put on the VHS of
The Aristocats in English rather than in French.
I remember thinking the kittens suddenly
speaking and singing in English was the funniest thing I had ever heard. I don’t know if it was
glee that I could understand both or just the
feeling of “that’s not how it’s supposed to be!”
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Water
When I moved to the U.S. for college, I wasn’t
invited to international orientation because I
have American citizenship. I spoke English, so
I figured it’d be fine. On the first day of school,
we did ice breaker exercises. I had no idea
what an ice breaker exercise even was; we let
the ice melt naturally in France. Anyway, they
made us go around in a circle and say what
our favorite drink was. People started answering, and as the circle moved towards me I realized I had not recognized the name of a single
drink they’d mentioned. I panicked. When my
time came, I announced to my 30 new housemates that my favorite drink was “water.”

X-presso

WITH

High school in France goes til about 5 or
6pm every day. Sometimes, we’d want to
hang out a bit before taking the subway
home to our respective houses; we would
go to the closet coffee shop and order “an
x-press” — an espresso, with French pronunciation. At 2€ it was by far the cheapest
thing on the menu and the only thing we
could afford. We’d talk about art, come up
with art collectives we wanted to start, we’d
discuss philosophy and probably also talk
about who we had crushes on. But mostly I remember the feeling of sitting in a cafe
debating art with my friends. Even then it
felt like the Frenchest experience you could
possibly have.
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Yarn
My grandma taught me how to knit when
I was about 10 or 11. I never got far beyond
making a scarf, but for years after I’d left
for college she’d send me hand-knit sweaters
and winter socks. She was terrified of what
she’d heard about Vermont winters. A couple
years ago, I tried to learn to knit again, and
in just a few minutes everything she’d taught
me came back. My fingers somehow still knew
what to do. Muscle memory can be shockingly long-term. I picked out some bright pink
yarn, and never got beyond making a scarf. I
did gain an appreciation for the love and care
of my grandmother’s labor for me though.

Zafu

WITH

When I was thirteen my mom took me on
a silent meditation retreat and I felt like I was
tripping balls for a week. I’d sit on the zafu
and feel like I was evaporating into thin air.
My sense of being a specific age, a specific
gender and existing in a specific point in
time suddenly seemed meaningless and
absurd and everything that I had believed to
be “the way things are” definitely no longer
seemed quite so solid. Maybe I became a
weirdo hippie too young and now I’m stuck
with it.
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A1

Welcome to this thing.

Here is my hand.

HAND GESTURES

GESTURE:
wave

1

ORIGIN:
3.3–2.6M years ago

Since I can’t be physically present with you, I’m presenting
this poorly-drawn-but-to-scale version of my hand to you as
a form of greeting.

Though the exact origin of the wave
is unclear, it is a behavior that is
present in chimps and is one of the
first gestures learned by very young
children.

GESTURE:
handshake
ORIGIN:
500 B.C.

The handshake, or “dexiosis” is
believed to have originated in
Ancient Greece as a gesture of peace:
when connecting hands, neither party
was carrying a weapon.

2

Using our hands in this way — opening our palms to each
other — is something that humans may have been doing
before we were fully human, before we were Homo sapiens,
and before the invention of language. It may be the very
origin of homonin communication.1
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HAND GESTURES (CONT’D)

GESTURE:
V Sign

3

ORIGIN:
1941, 1960

Thinking about the prehistoric nature of this gesture, done in greeting
among two bipeds, is strangely comforting. It connects us to our
ancestors: if, today, we were to cross paths with the most distant
member of our genus, Homo habilus, who lived 2.8 million years ago,
we would likely be able to make ourselves known to them by way of
this simple hand movement.
B1

7

Lucy is the name used to identify the
fossilized remains of a female member
of the Australopithecus Afarensis
genus which were found in the Awash
Valley of Ethiopia in 1974. Her name
was inspired by The Beatles' song
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.”

The “V for Victory” was first used by
the Allies in World War II as a symbol
for “victory.” It was later adopted as
a peace sign by the counterculture of
the 1960s.

GESTURE:
finger heart

4

8

ORIGIN:
c. 2015

B2
The finger heart is a hand gesture
first used by K-pop stars and popular
in South Korea. It is a symbol for
love, affection and friendship.

“I stood still, my whole attention fixed
upon the motions of her fingers. Suddenly
I felt a misty consciousness as of something
forgotten — a thrill of returning thought;
and somehow the mystery of language was
revealed to me. I knew then that w-a-t-e-r
meant the wonderful cool something that
was flowing over my hand. The living word
awakened my soul, gave it light, hope, set
it free!”

HAND GESTURES (FICTIONAL)

GESTURE:
jedi mind trick

Helen Keller (1880-1968) was an American
author, lecturer and political activist.
After becoming deaf and blind as a baby,
she lived “at sea in a dense fog” until
she was taught how to communicate, using
her hands, by her teacher and mentor Anne
Sullivan.

5

ORIGIN:
star wars, 1977

Helen Keller, The Story of My Life, 1903

In the space opera Star Wars,
members of the religious Jedi order
can manipulate the minds of others
by waving their hands.

GESTURE:
vulcan salute
ORIGIN:
star trek, 1967

The Vulcan salute, invented by Leonard
Nimoy for his character Spock, means
“Live Long and Prosper.” Though
fictional, it has passed into common
use. As an homage, NASA astronauts
have used it to symbolize enthusiasm
toward space travel & discovery.

6

Thought about this way, the act of waving starts to bend time. If I look
at my sapiens hand and compare it to that of any of my homo ancestors,
the distance between us seems to shrink. They become less abstract,
more real. I can imagine what touching something felt like to them. Standing in a forest and touching the bark of a tree would have felt the same
to their hand as it does mine. I cannot know, only imagine, what the tree
would have meant to them — what information their fingers would grasp
from the bark’s texture, what conclusions they would draw from it.
The inner life of others is always, to an extent, unknowable to us.
We know we have commonalities, shared experiences; we recognize
ourselves in each other’s stories, we laugh together — yes. But we can’t
know for sure what someone else is experiencing. This may change
if, eventually, we develop thought transference capacities (which, from
what I gather, is the form of communication alien visitors to earth are
meant to be using) — but, for now, we can find comfort in the knowledge
that, through every period of human history, our ancestors perceived
the world the same way we do.

9

The Lower Valley of the Awash, in
Ethiopia, has been a UNESCO World
Heritage Site since 1980.

“If I were to go to Africa, where the bones of the petite mother of us
all, Lucy, lie, just where she fell millennia ago, and look out across
the valley, we would recognize in the distance the same mountains
she knew. Indeed they may have been the last thing Lucy saw
before she died. Many features of the physical world have changed:
The constellations have shifted position a little, the landscape and the
weather have changed some, but the outlines of that mountain still
look the same as when she stood there. She would have seen them
as we do.”2
–Diane Ackerman, A Natural History of the Senses (1990)
Note: Though generally accurate, there is perhaps an
element of anthropological poetry at play in both
this and what I’ve written. Much of this is, of
course, gross generalization: human bodies differ
greatly in their capacities, shapes & sizes.
Not everyone experiences every sense. Not every
brain interprets the stimuli encountered by
the senses in the same way. Bodies, and their
functions, differ in large and small ways: not
everyone has the same dexterity, not everyone can
see, walk, speak, etc. There is, probably, as
much variance in ability and perception as there
are bodies. Sharing or not sharing in any of these
senses and physical experiences does not makes
anyone less or more human.
Taking difference into account, though, does not
make the senses less meaningful: they play a
key role in every human life. Ackerman, in the
same book, describes Helen Keller as “one of the
greatest sensuists of all time.” “When she put
her hands on the radio to enjoy music, she could
tell the difference between cornets and string.”
And simply by smelling people she could decipher
“the work they are engaged in” through the scent
of “wood, iron, paint and drugs” which clung to
their garments.
The senses, in many ways, are what connects us to
or isolates us from the world around us. Be it from
illness, disability or old age, we may, over the
course of our lives, have to adapt our relationship
to the world. Keller, as an example, demonstrates
how, given the right tools, this is not a
limitation but an infinite richness. Her perception
of sound and touch was full of such complexity and
nuance as to be the envy of anyone who reads her.
Her story is, perhaps, that of ultimate humanness:
everything burst into life when she found the way
to connect.

Relating to Lucy through our shared senses is different than thinking
about Lucy as a historically significant paleontological discovery
we’ve learned about in school. Both tell us something important about
our humanity. But, if we were to travel to the Awash Valley in Ethiopia
where, presumably, she lived and died, we would be able to smell the
air, touch the ground, see the mountains and trees, hear the buzzing
of night. If she were a more recent ancestor, we might be able to taste
some of the food she ate.
Rather than see her as an abstraction, thinking through our senses
would allow us to experience her very distant reality as our own: to feel
it in the present, in our own bodies.
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While we can’t yet travel through time to experience prehistorical
life first hand (and even if we could, the risk of disrupting the time-space
continuum would likely be too great), we do coexist with things that
have: the objects our ancestors left behind.

13

B3

Jane Goodall researching chimp behavior for over
60 years. She famously broke the conventions of
standard research practice by naming the chimps she
was studying rather than assigning them numbers.
She was able to trace the genealogy through the
first letter of their names. She made some important
discoveries: that chimps were not exclusively
vegetarian and that they used tools to aid them
in finding food. She, later, also discovered that
they were not as peaceful as had been thought,
witnessing a 3 year war between different clans that
included multiple acts of murder and infanticide.

THINGS WITH STONE AGE ORIGINS

OBJECT:
hand axe

10

ORIGIN:
3.3–2.6M years

14

The axe is one of the very first tools
invented by humans; it was used to
cut, pound, crush, and access new
foods, including meat and bone marrow
from large animals.

B4
OBJECT:
sewing needle

11
Tool: An object that has been modified
to fit a purpose... [or] An inanimate
object that one uses or modifies in some
way to cause a change in the environment,
thereby facilitating one’s achievement
of a target goal. — Hauser, 2000

ORIGIN:
30,000– 23,000 years

7

Though they seem relatively simple, these were the main form of
technology used by our homo ancestors for almost a million years.
And already at this time, there is evidence that the tools carried
“socio-cultural information” beyond mere functionality: different groups
of Neanderthals cut their handaxes differently, which suggests that
traditions were passed on between generations.4
To say that these early tools have cultural value to humans is an
understatement; for a long time, it was believed our capacity to
make and use tools is precisely what made us human. We now
know that other animals, including elephants, numerous birds and
even fish use tools to regulate their environments and attract prey,
but this is a relatively recent realization. In 1960, when Jane Goodall
described her observation of chimpanzees crafting tools to dig
for termites, archaeologist Jake Leaky exclaimed “now we must
redefine ‘tool,’ redefine ‘man,’ or accept chimpanzees as humans.”5
And yet, more than any other creatures on earth, our use of tools,
our capacity to do things with things — to make something complex
out of something simple, to accomplish a purpose using material
goods — is at the core of our development as a species. Inventing new
things means becoming new people: something as simple as the
invention of the baby bottle, which researchers have recently traced
back to the late Bronze Age (1200 BC), made it so women didn’t
need to nurse babies as long, which meant they could have more
children and led to a boom in the population. It also coincides
with humans’ domestication of farm animals, and was the first time
babies consumed cow and goat’s milk as part of their diet.6
B5

Early humans survived the extreme
winter cold (in climates like
Siberia) by sewing warm, closelyfitted garments. They sometimes even
decorated them with embroidery.
15

OBJECT:
flute
ORIGIN:
43,000– 35,000 years

Making music, as evidenced by 35,000
year old bone and ivory flutes, is
an ancient human trait. Beyond serving
a religious purpose, music may have
helped early homo sapiens maintain
larger social networks.

12

If we look back at the earliest stone tools — referred to as the “Oldowan
toolkit,” which includes a hammer stone, a core stone, and a handaxe —
we can deduce some of the likely activities of early homonins: that
they chopped wood, dug for roots and bulbs, butchered animals, and
cracked nuts and small bones.3 (Not to mention that they made tools
that could be carried around to suit their needs.) The design of these
tools reveals their function and tells us about the needs of those that
created them.

The bronze age was characterised by
the use of bronze, but it also was the
beginning of social stratification and
early forms of writing. Recently, many
archeologists are pushing for a focus on
women's artifacts, which have long been
ignored in favor of weapons or active
tools, which means we only have a partial
understanding of early societies.

Beyond their consequence on the structure of society, the design of
these objects reveal the playful attitude of adults toward young children.
Rather than simple vessels with a handle, these baby bottles have little
two feet and a head with horns and a spout for a tail that the baby
drinks out of. These objects are far more than utilitarian: they symbolize
the love of caretakers (presumably mothers) for their children and the
desire for their delight and enjoyment.
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THINGS WITH SYMBOLIC MEANING

16

The fields of anthropology, sociology, archeology, history, etc. all orbit
the study of artifacts, in large part because of the clues they hold
about the people that held them. We, too, can imagine holding an
ancient cup in our hands — or giving our babies an antlered bottle — and
with that, our sense of ourselves expands to include more of history.

B8 Carnelian oval engraved gem

1st century B.C.–1st century A.D.
1/2 × 3/8 in

This desire to “experience [our] own formation as a historical process
and as a process rooted in history”7 is also a key reason why a
majority of these artifacts are displayed in museum contexts. If we
can’t touch them, we at least want to see them.

ORIGIN:
6000 years

The practice of wearing a ring to symbolize
that one is married started in Ancient
Egypt, when people believed that the ring
finger had a special vein that was connected
directly to the heart. The circle was a
symbol of eternity, and those worn to
express undying love.

THING:
birthday candle

9

Objects both predicate and symbolize human behavior. They are,
literally, the material dimension of culture: the physical embodiment
of “social reality.” The study of material culture is both an attempt to
understand the historical (and contemporary) “usage, consumption,
creation, and trade of objects” and to parse “the behaviors, norms,
and rituals” embedded in them.

The human capacity for language emerged
over 3 million years after the invention
of the first stone tool, 600,000 years
after the invention of boats, and around
200,000 years after the first recorded
creation of pigments.

THING:
wedding ring

HOW TO DO THINGS WITH THINGS
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The very invention of the museum came from a Renaissance-era
fascination with the physical artifacts left behind by Ancient Rome:
people went around collecting “small antiques” (anything from
engraved rocks to unusual objects or fragments of sculptures)
because they felt holding these objects could “resuscitate the dead.”8
Things were the key to the texts, people, and histories of the past.

B7 Stucco relief with goat

1st century A.D.
5 1/2 5 × 1 1/4 in

B6
B9 Medallion Portrait of Gennadios

250–300
1 5/8 × 1/4 in.

ORIGIN:
?

The origin of the birthday candle
is unclear; one theory is that they
evolved from a pagan tradition of
lighting candles as a symbol of light
against darkness, to ward off the
evil spirits that were belived to
visit people on their birthdays.

THING:
red rose
ORIGIN:
12th–9th century B.C.

Many folk traditions embed meaning
into roses and their color. In Ancient
Greece, the rose was associated with
Aphrodite, the goddess of love,
passion and procreation. It has also
been associated with the Virgin Mary
as a symbol of religious devotion.

18

Museums are one of the best places to see pieces of history
firsthand. And yet, they are limited: when these artifacts end up
in glass boxes, they lose some of their active reality. They become
facts in a book rather than live interactions between people. (Not
to mention the problematics raised by the manner of acquisition
of these objects, and the question of whose histories belong to
whom.) Museums are bound by their obligation to preserve these
objects — if we were to try to use them, to say hold a cup in our
hand and drink from it, we’d quickly destroy not only the cup but
an important record of the past.

Objects on opposite
page shown at full
scale.

B10 Wall painting fragment

1st century A.D.
5 11/16 in.

B11 Bronze tweezers

1st–2nd century A.D.
4 7/16 in.
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Not just keys, but all things, are performative: they create our reality.
The things we use, the clothes we wear, the spaces we exist in all affect
us in ways we often don’t consider or understand.

But objects, historical or not, only participate in culture when they are
in use. This is the paradox of historical artifacts: they are our link to
the past but they also alienate us from it. The fact that they were once
the present, that they could have been used by us, seems distant and
removed. We think of early humans a little bit like we think of our future
selves; as extensions of us that, though we know are likely real, feel
like they happen to other people.
19
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In The Berlin Key or How to Do Words With Things, Bruno Latour turns
this on its head by examining a modern-day contraption — a key — from
the perspective of an archaeologist. This key, used throughout Berlin, is
designed in conjunction with the doors it opens and it works in a very
specific way: you cannot leave the door unlocked.
B12

In 2012, a team of psychologists conducted an experiment10 to test
the psychological influence that clothes have on those who wear them.
They set up a room in which a doctor’s lab coat was hanging on the
wall, then had people do an activity designed to test their attentiveness
and carefulness. There were 3 groups in the study: those that saw the
lab coat but did not put it on, those who were asked to put it on but
were told it was a painter’s smock, and those who put it on after being
told it was a doctor’s coat. The coat had no effect on the first 2 groups
of participants, but those who conducted the research task in what
they thought was a doctor’s lab coat performed with 20% more focus.
B13

Object affordances are the properties of an object
that show the possible actions users can take
with it. The term was first coined in 1977 by
psychologist James Gibson to indicate any possible
action: a chair affords being sat on, and affords
being broken up into pieces to make firewood. In
The Design of Everyday Things (1988), human-computer
interaction expert Don Norman redefined the term
to mean only the properties of an object that are
“perceivable" by a person with no prior knowledge
of the object.

20

The principles of design, according
to Don Norman. An affordance is the
relationship between the physical
attributes of a person and that of
an object, which determine how the
object could be used. Discoverabilty
is the idea that the object should
show allow someone to “determine what
actions are possible" as well as
“the current state of the device." A
signifier is any graphic element that
explains the object's functionality
via symbolism. Feedback responds to
an action in a way that makes it
clear it happened.
One of the implications for design
is that, if someone is pushing a door
that should be pulled, that is a fault
in the design and not the person.

It’s difficult to explain the key’s functionality. Basically, once you insert
your key to unlock the door, it becomes stuck; you have to push the key
through the knob to the other side and lock the door again in order to
retrieve it. This design makes it so that your door is always locked, and
so is everyone else’s.
While this might seem a practical way to ensure the safety of Berliners,
it also communicates a very clear message: you should protect yourself
from the other. Embedded within the key is a set of values — what Latour
calls the “script of the device” — one of which clearly is “don’t leave
your door open for your friends to randomly stop by uninvited.” Seen
this way, the key is not just a tool but a specific conception of the world
which contains laws, rules, customs, and morals. And because it’s in
use by people throughout the city, the key forges human behavior: what
was steel has become social. Metal has melted into people and culture.
“Consider things, and you will have humans. Consider humans, and you
are by that very act interested in things. Bring your attention to bear on
hard things, and see them become gentle, soft, or human. Turn your
attention to humans, and see them become electric circuits, automatic
gears, or softwares.”9

A power pose is an example of embodied
cognition: research by Amy Cuddy showed
that positioning your body in a physical
position of power could directly affect
your hormone levels, increase your
testosterone and thereby feeling more
confident and “powerful.”1 These findings
have become a popular self-improvement
technique, encouraging people to perform
the “wonder woman" pose (hands on hips)
for 2 minutes a day. In recent years,
the validity of power poses has come under
question when the study could not be
replicated.

They called this “enclothed cognition,” a term that builds on the idea
of embodied cognition, which proposes that humans are influenced
by aspects of their bodies “beyond their brains” when making decisions.
One of the important findings is that mere exposure to the lab coat is
not enough to change one’s behavioral patterns: you have to actually
wear the lab coat to experience its performative quality.
The impact of clothes on how you are perceived by someone has long
been accepted. We know intuitively that we can alter our appearance to
change how we are perceived; uniforms have an obvious categorizing
impact, but even wearing a non-specific professional wardrobe is a key
way we distinguish between our “personal” and “public” selves. Actors
often talk about how the costumes help them get into character; it turns
out we can implement this in our daily lives.
Like Clark Kent going from journalist to superhero, “enclothed cognition”
suggests clothes can be a way to get into character: we can potentially
pick what we want to wear based on how we want to feel and behave.

HOW TO DO THINGS WITH THINGS
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This is something I wanted to test out for myself. I set up an experiment
in which I would wear 8 different “costumes,” each representing a
different character whose behavior I wanted to explore in myself. I also
set up a table filled with different objects for me to interact with as each
persona, which included everything from craft supplies to books and
flowers. I wanted to see not just if I thought differently when wearing
each “character” but if wearing a specific outfit would affect my creative
output. Every time I put on an outfit, I was to go to the table, see which
object I was drawn to, and create something out of it. This would allow
me to test out “enclothed creativity,” in a weird 8-person collaboration
with myself.
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The outfits
All 8 of my selected
outfits were hung on the
wall so that I could
record my transition from
one persona to the next.

A2

painter
painter
painter

homemaker
homemaker
homemaker

maker
maker
maker

professor
professor

conceptual
conceptual
artist
artist

curator
curator

designer
designer

author
author

Long story short, it worked. I did think differently when wearing each of
the different archetypal outfits, and I did do different things during each
embodiment.

The set up
In an empty room in the Fletcher
building of RISD, I set up a desk
with objects I could interact with
as part of the experiment. These
included: various types of paint, a
tool box, measuring devices, a drill,
a staple gun, fabric, string, canvas,
books, a plant, a dictionary, my
laptop, and more.

retiree

caretaker
caretaker
caretaker

play
play
play engineer
engineer
engineer

The experience
PAINTER: I thought I would really enjoy being
the painter but, once I put the outfit on,
found myself impatient with myself in this
role. I studied painting in college and it felt
like returning to a past self in a way I didn't
particularly enjoy.
HOMEMAKER: Being the homemaker was surprisingly
calming. I was focused on caring for the things
around me: I cleaned up the painter's mess, then
wove a placemat for the plant. This role felt
caring and peaceful; it's a role I don't often
take and I was surprised to find I enjoyed it.
MAKER: I really enjoyed being the maker; I felt
like could I relate to everything around me with
a sense of childlike playfulness — what happens
if I attach this to this? As the maker, I felt
very open to discovery and less concerned about
successfully completing a task.
PROFESSOR: When I put on the professor outfit,
I was surprised how confident I felt in my
intellectual ability and how clearly my topic of
interest was; I wrote the course description for
a feminist art history class.
CONCEPTUAL ARTIST: This was probably the most
irreverent of the roles. I felt like I was
“taking the piss," so to speak. I looked at my
own experiment and digested into one word, WORK,
written in vinyl on the wall. My joke was that
this was a project / work, but also that it was
actual labor. I felt a bit like a jerk.
CURATOR: The curator's outfit gave me a sense of
great power; I walked around feeling like I was
very important. As the curator, I felt my role
was to analyze everything around me and find
the connective thread; to tell a story from the
objects.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER: I think the graphic designer
was my most bitter persona, perhaps because I am
more aware of the realities of the field. I felt
like making fun of the cliché poster of young
“bro designers" and made a bright red poster for
the curator's show.
AUTHOR: I was exhausted by this point and what
was supposed to be a critical essay turned more
into a reflective diary about the experience.

feminist
feminist
feminist
art
art
art historian
historian
historian

jester

detective

total cliche

assessor

Each of the 8 characters were archetypes that I was drawn to, but
I made their outfits from items in my own wardrobe. In a sense, they
were costumes I could have worn any day of the week. I found that,
when wearing the clothes I’d selected for each, I was fairly quickly
able to “tap into” that mindset. It was like sharpening a particular aspect
of my personality or interests — all the other parts were still there, but
the version of me wearing the outfit was able to exist in an unbridled
state when I was wearing her clothes.
If enclothed cognition works, it’s not about becoming another person
entirely but about creating a framework that heightens an alreadyexisting trait or potential. When the people in the lab coat study wore
the lab coat, they (probably) didn’t grow superpowers: they were just
empowered to be hyper-focused. A clothing item that allows you to
relate to yourself as someone who is a doctor, or a curator, a maker,
etc. is like taking a placebo: you believe in it enough for it to have a real
effect on your psyche.
In my own case, I found upon reflection that each archetype reflected
different aspects of my self than I had expected: I had been a painter in
college, so revisiting this felt like going back in time in a way that made
me feel like I’d already retired; the “professor,” perhaps because I’d
embodied her after the homemaker, had a very clear agenda right away:
she was a feminist art historian. I felt a bit like my college philosophy
professor wearing these clothes, and the feeling of intellectual empowerment that comes from a (perceived) academic life.

HOW TO DO THINGS WITH THINGS
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One example of a performative document is:

Even if the “enclothed cognition” experiment deviated somewhat from
my expectations of it in that it ended up being as much about my
own sense of identity it was about “archetypes,” it still left me with a
clear impression of the performative power of things as commonplace
as clothes: changing outfits changed the way I walked, it changed
my sense of seriousness or playfulness toward myself, and it changed
my outlook on my surroundings. When I took a break, dressed as
the “curator” to get a late-night snack at the deli downstairs, the woman
at the checkout counter who I always chat with did not initially recognize
me. I felt uncomfortable wearing this very serious and, in many
ways, empowering outfit, in a context where I’m usually my much more
relaxed “real” self. (Or is it just my “grad student” self?)
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The idea of “juggling different
hats,” or simply “wearing different
hats,” is common parlance: playing
multiple roles is something we
accept as being part of our lives.
This is true in professional fields
— as a designer you might have
to be brainstormer, maker, editor,
marketer, etc. all within the
same project — and in our personal
lives, where we navigate different
roles in different relationship —
we might caregiver, care-receiver,
passive or active based on
circumstances.

The myriad variants of myself that I experienced during the experiment
may go against the idea that we as humans have a clear established
sense of self (there are probably more psychological and metaphysical
questions I should ponder after this) but, to an extent, we are always
“wearing different hats” in our daily lives. We take on a different role
when we are caretakers at home than when we are out with friends or
in a professional context. The Meredith Brooks song “I’m a bitch, I’m
a lover, I’m a child, I’m a mother, I’m a sinner, I’m a saint” is a great earworm example of that. (Although it’s also about the gendered roles
assigned to women. Either way, apologies if it’s now stuck in your head.)
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Professor, Graphic Design
Department. Head, Graphic Design
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“Were you listenting to me Neo or were you
looking at the woman in the red dress?"
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J. L. Austin gave a series of lectures at
Harvard in 1955 in which he analyzed a specific
type of linguistic “utterances” which he deemed
“performative." A performative utterance is 1)
“not used to describe” or observe anything and
is “not true or false” and 2) when said in the
right circumstance, it is not used just to “say
something” but to “perform an action.”
Examples include: “I forgive you,” “I name you
as my heir,” and “I take this woman to be my
lawful wedded wife.”
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The word performative carries three major meanings, all of which apply here. For most people, and especially in an art context, it means
that something has to do with performance in the literal sense — that it is
theatrical, or a form of performance art. In academic contexts, especially feminist ones, “performative” is often understood in the context of
Judith Butler’s work on the performative nature of gender. Gender,
she writes “proves to be performance, […] gender is always a doing,
though not a doing by a subject who might be said to pre-exist the
deed.”11 To Butler, gender is not only performed but performative: “we
act as if being a man or […] a woman is actually an internal reality or
something that is true about us; actually, it’s a phenomenon that is being produced all the time and reproduced all the time.”12
The third meaning is in fact related to Butler’s — it indicates not that
someone is performing something, but the nature of inanimate things
as having a transformative, behavioral affect onto them. The term
was first coined by the philosopher and linguist J.L. Austin13 to describe
how language can be a reality-producing action. Saying “I now
pronounce you man and wife,” for example, is a performative utterance:
it establishes this as truth.

“Look again! The woman in the red dress is
the ultimate embodiment sexualized femininity
performed for (clichéd male) desire. The woman
in the red dress wears a revealing red dress
to distract Neo from his training, in sharp
contrast to Trinity who is a partner and whose
outfits closely match those of Neo (although
they are patent leather.) The woman in the
red dress is an object, whereas Trinity is a
subject. The film's themes of awakening from
a simulated reality into “the real," match
Butler's idea that gender a false sense of
self enforced by outside forces.

When I am performing the enclothed cognition experiment on myself,
I am trying out all three meanings: the performative nature of the
garments affecting me, the inherent gendered nature of clothes and
the way my behavior changes alongside traditionally male/female
roles depending on what I’m wearing, and, the fact that I am literally
performing in front of a camera throughout the whole 8 hour event.

HOW TO DO THINGS WITH THINGS
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Medieval foods

FOOD:
almond milk

25

ORIGIN:
14th century

But to say that the significance of things is inherently revealed by using
them would be a simplification. To a large extent, these behaviors
are unconscious. We can observe objects to reveal what they imply,
like Latour did with the Berlin key, but when the timeline stretches
beyond our own lived experience, we may not have the capacity to infer
meaning without the input of experts.

Almond milk was a staple of the
medieval kitchen. It was used in a
wide variety of dishes as a substitute
for milk or cream, especially on
“fish days”, when the church placed
restrictions on what foods could be
eaten.

26

The reason that things (and here I mean thing as “an object that one
need not, cannot, or does not wish to give a specific name to”) matter
is that they imply not just action but culturally-encoded behavior. From
that point of view, we are all archaeological, socio-psychological
experts: we routinely perform ancient, culturally-endorsed behaviors by
ironing our shirts our eating with a fork and knife.

In the context of a historical museum, simply holding the bowls would
not be enough; the question is not “how can we rehabilitate historical
objects?” but rather “how can we create new things that can make us
experience the spirit in which they’d have been used?”

One day, we made a medieval peasant soup. We each had a bowl.
It tasted somewhat bland but it wasn’t bad and it filled you up nicely.
Until that day, it had never occurred to me that you could cook up a
piece of history. That you could, quite literally, taste it. I guess I need
to visit more ren-faires.

Renaissance faires are historical
reenactment events that are open to the
public and commercial in nature. In
contrast to historical events depicted
by “living historians" whose focus is
on historical accuracy and education,
Ren Faires are focused on entertainment.
There are shows, elements of fantasy
(wizards and elves are often welcome),
shops and various activities from archery
to the more anachronistic “soak-a-bloke"
dunking contest.

Eating a medieval peasant soup is not going to actually make you into
a medieval peasant in any way, but it’s an interesting entryway into
imagining what that might have been like. If you’ve got a thrice-boiled
leek in your mouth and, to your own surprise and slight dismay, you
are somewhat enjoying it, you might be more likely to be curious about
other aspects of peasant life.

27

B14

Suddenly you are learning about how water was not reliable and so
people drank ale, and then about how the village brewer was usually
a woman (the ale-wife), and then about how if the beer was bad you
could be dealt a “common scold” sentence and ducked into the nearby
river a number of times while strapped to a chair. And then, like me,
you might be asking yourself “why the hell am I so obsessed with the
Middle Ages?” and saving weird Medieval penis medallions to your
desktop and reading books like The Time Traveler’s Guide to Medieval
England: A Handbook for Visitors to the Fourteenth Century.

RECIPE FOR MEDIEVAL PEASANT SOUP
Original:
To make blaunche porre. Tak whyte lekys &
perboyle hem & hewe hem smale with oynouns.
Cast it in good broth & sethe it up with smale
bryddys. Coloure it with saffferoun; powdur yt
with pouder douce.
Translation:
To make golden leeks. Take white leeks and
parboil them and cut them small with onions.
Cast it in good broth and seethe it up with
small birds. Color it with saffron; powder it
with powder douce. SERVES 6
Ingredients:
6 leeks
3 medium onions
2.5 cups chicken stock
2 tbsp boiling water
1/2 tsp. Powder douce*

* Powder Douce (“sweet powder”) was a spice blend used liberally in
medieval cooking. It was typically made with ginger, cinnamon, cloves
and sugar. Chefs could create their own personalized blends or simply
purchase it pre-blended, much like we do now with Italian seasoning.

1. Start by soaking the saffron strands in 2 tbsp
boiling water for a few minutes. You’ll see the water
begin to turn yellow.

The ducking stool was a chair hung
just above a river; the offender
would be plunged into the water as
often as the sentence directed.
EXAMPLE OFFENSES: brewing bad beer
or baking bad bread; being a couple
who quarrels.
28

4. Season with salt to taste, add the Powder Douce.

This soup was the most memorable part of that class: I remember
it much more than I would have if we’d just talked about medieval
soup. The act of cooking and eating it anchors everything else I
learned that semester in my mind. Part of the reason, I think, is that it’s
an experiential memory, something that I did rather than something
I learned about. My mind is going “I ate Medieval soup!” rather
than “in the year 1210, peasants in Medieval England...” It’s a much
richer, sensorially-based context from which to draw from.
As someone who hated history class growing up — I lived in France
and there’s only so many Kings and battles I could memorize, and that
number was not very many. When learning about something starts
with your own current-moment experience and tracks back from there,
there’s an implied relevance to the material; your connection to that
past is already established through your shared sensory experience.

2. Meanwhile, bring the broth to a simmer and add
the leeks and onions. Dice the onions and finely
slice the leeks. Let everything boil together for about
8 minutes.
3. Add the saffron and let it simmer for a minute
or two. If it still isn’t gold enough for you, go ahead
and add some yellow food coloring or throw in
more saffron.

In college, I took a class called “Histories of Food.”14 It met at the
professor’s house and, after our weekly reading discussions — about
how the eagerness for spices among early Medieval nobles was
the beginning of global trade, or how the arrival of coffee in France
jumpstarted the Enlightenment because everyone switched over
from drinking beer — we sometimes cooked.

Medieval religious orders had a
habit of putting phalluses and
vulvas on things. The badge (on the
right) would have been worn on the
hat of a pilgrim.

The idea of doing something as a first step to understanding it is not
new: “learning by doing” or “hands-on” learning is at the root of pretty
much all progressive education. (And yes if you’re wondering, yes
I did go to a college with no grades and that is where I learned that
shaving your armpits is 100% fully optional. Don’t tell Parisians! The
rumors are not true and they would have been fully shocked.)
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EXPERIMENT:

This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.”15 I definitely wish my French schooling had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and
memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more
fun to get your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all
about and learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

You can start by making a frame for
your drawing, something like this:

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
theyI’lldid
notdescribing
know what the face
Onyou
the can
nextsee,
page,
start
looked
like, soStart
they just
madewhatever
one up. (They clearly
the creature.
drawing
knew
eat people
though.)
comescrocodiles
to mind, then
turn the
page for

more.process is exaclty the same was what you went
That
through
to make
Don’t worry!
Youyour
candrawing.
botch it.(Give or take a few
key
details.)
It’s just
for fun.
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.” I definitely wish my French schooling
had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more fun to get
your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all about and
learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

(1/4)
Experiment:
EXPERIMENT:

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
can see,
they
did
not know what the face
Theyou
creature
has
four
legs,
looked
like, so
they just made one up. (They clearly
and a long
body.
knew crocodiles eat people though.)
That process is exaclty the same was what you went
through to make your drawing. (Give or take a few
key details.)
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.” I definitely wish my French schooling
had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more fun to get
your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all about and
learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

(2/4)

EXPERIMENT:

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
youlive
canboth
see, in
they
not know what the face
It can
thedid
water
looked
so they just made one up. (They clearly
and onlike,
earth.
knew crocodiles eat people though.)
That process is exaclty the same was what you went
through to make your drawing. (Give or take a few
key details.)
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.” I definitely wish my French schooling
had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more fun to get
your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all about and
learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

3/4)

EXPERIMENT:

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
yousharp
can see,
they
didclaws.
not know what the face
It has
teeth
and
looked like, so they just made one up. (They clearly
knew crocodiles eat people though.)
That process is exaclty the same was what you went
through to make your drawing. (Give or take a few
key details.)
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.” I definitely wish my French schooling
had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more fun to get
your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all about and
learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

(4/4)

EXPERIMENT:

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
youtough
can see,
not know what the face
It has
skinthey
anddid
scales.
looked like, so they just made one up. (They clearly
knew crocodiles eat people though.)
That process is exaclty the same was what you went
through to make your drawing. (Give or take a few
key details.)
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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Experiment:
EXPERIMENT:

This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.” I definitely wish my French schooling
had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more fun to get
your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all about and
learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
can it!
see, they did not know what the face
OK,you
that’s
looked like, so they just made one up. (They clearly
Are you done with your drawing?
knew crocodiles eat people though.)

Any ideas what the creature is?

That process is exaclty the same was what you went
through to make your drawing. (Give or take a few
key details.)
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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EXPERIMENT:

This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.” I definitely wish my French schooling
had invested a little bit into this idea rather than have us try and memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more fun to get
your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all about and
learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
(cont’d)

Actually, if you’re willing, let’s just try a little
experiment. I know it’s weird to ask you to do a
thing when you are just sitting reading, but also
why not? Seems fun.
If you’re game, it should only take you 2 minutes and
45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to
ask you to draw a creature. I won’t tell you what
it is, but I’ll describe it to you, and you have to
draw bit by bit as you turn the pages that give you
information about it. No peeking until the end!
Cool? OK, so, you’ll need to grab a piece of paper
and a drawing utensil. Or if this is your book, you
can just draw directly in this thing

As
can see, they did not know what the face
It’s you
a... crocodile!
looked like, so they just made one up. (They clearly
knew crocodiles eat people though.)
That process is exaclty the same was what you went
through to make your drawing. (Give or take a few
key details.)
By attempting to draw this creature with your own
hand, you actively embodied the Medieval Illuminator.

Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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This is basically the idea behind John Dewey’s theory of education:
“If knowledge comes from the impressions made upon us by natural objects, it is impossible to procure knowledge without the use of
objects which impress the mind.”16 I definitely wish my French schooling had invested a little bit into this idea
rather than have us try and
A3
memorize hundreds of years of history date by date. It’s a lot more
fun to get your hands in there first and then reflect on what it was all
about and learn from that.
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EXPERIMENT:
[END]

A4

Experiment:
EXPERIMENT:

Actually,if
a little
experiment.
Actually,if you’re
you’rewilling,
willing,let’s
let’sjust
justtrytry
a little
Iexperiment.
know it’s weird
to ask
to do
thing
you
I know
it’syou
weird
to aask
youwhen
to do
a are
just
whyreading,
not? Seems
fun.
thingsitting
whenreading,
you arebut
justalso
sitting
but also

why
not?
Seems
fun. only take you 2 minutes and
If you’re
game,
it should
45
seconds
(yesit Ishould
counted.)
If you’re
game,
only take you 2 minutes and

45 seconds (yes I counted.)
Basically what’s going to happen is: I’m going to ask
you
to draw
a creature.
won’t
tell you
it is, but
Basically
what’s
goingI to
happen
is: what
I’m going
to I’ll
describe
it to
you,aand
you have
to draw
bit as
ask you to
draw
creature.
I won’t
tell bit
youbywhat
you
pages that
youand
information
it is,turn
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you haveabout
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end!
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theofend!
Cool? Ok, so,
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and
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Cool?
Ok, so,utensil.
you’ll need
a piece
paper
just
directly
in this Or
thing
and draw
a drawing
utensil.
if this is your book, you

can just draw directly in this thing

As you can see, they did not know what the face
looked like, so they just made one up. (They clearly
knew crocodiles eat people though.)
That process is exaclty the same was what you
went through to make your drawing. (Give or take
a few key details.)

Here are some “crocodiles” previous participants had drawn.

By attempting to draw this creature with your
own hand, you actively embodied the Medieval
Illuminator.
Thank you for doing that! I hope you had a little
fun, or that you at least got a weird little drawing
out of this.
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Apart from remembering how much fun drawing is and realizing that
you used to draw all the time and want to start doing that again (no?
just me?), the best part about the crocodile experiment is to discover
how hilariously off your drawing is from what was intended. It’s like
realizing you were meant to go to a historical reenactment but showed
up as a John Cleese character in Monty Python and the Holy Grail.
Come back here! It’s nothing but a flesh wound!
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ARTHUR: I am your king!
WOMAN: Well, I didn’t vote for you.
ARTHUR: You don’t vote for kings.
WOMAN: Well, ‘ow did you become king then?
ARTHUR: The Lady of the Lake, [angels sing] her arm clad in the
purest shimmering samite, held aloft Excalibur from the bosom
of the water signifying by Divine Providence that I, Arthur, was to
carry Excalibur. [singing stops] That is why I am your king!

B15

DENNIS: Listen, strange women lying in ponds distributing
swords is no basis for a system of government. Supreme
executive power derives from a mandate from the masses,
not from some farcical aquatic ceremony.

In may ways, when I talk about history, I conceive of it with roughly
the same level of seriousness as this movie. Holy Grail was both
a completely nonsensical movie in which the characters go around
pretending to ride horses by clacking two coconuts together to
mimic the sound of hooves, but it’s also historically accurate in ways
you wouldn’t necessarily expect.

Tiny paint by number if you are inspired and
have some color pencils lying around. The
numbers can be whatever color you like, just
make sure once you pick one for a number to
use it whenever that number recurs.
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You can tell by the mention of “samite” that Monty Python did their
research (it’s a luxurious heavy silk fabric that was worn by the royals
and their attendants.) They are not being anachronistic in a thoughtless
way, but are using the absurdity of the situation to reveal something
true about the time period. It’s that much funnier because it’s steeped
in a measure of truth. The way they pronounce “Knight” as (hard K)
“Knigget” throughout the film is also historically accurate.

There’s a scene in which King Arthur coconuts-up to a group
of peasants on the side of a road. He tells them that they
owe him fealty as he is “King of the Britons.” They reply with
a complete deconstruction of the regime16:
31

WOMAN: King of the who?
ARTHUR: The Britons.

I like digging through history as a starting point for my work not because
I am interested in history per se, but because of how strange so much
of it is. When you go beyond the general overview “big picture” scale
and look at the every day, there are moments when the narrative breaks
and a doorway to another world is opened. You suddenly realize that
real reality is a lot more surprising and odd than you might have thought.
Something that might have seemed boring a moment ago becomes
fantastically delightful.

WOMAN: Who are the Britons?
ARTHUR: Well, we all are. We’re all Britons and I am your king.
WOMAN: I didn’t know we had a king. I thought we were an
autonomous collective.
DENNIS: You’re fooling yourself. We’re living in a dictatorship.
A self-perpetuating autocracy in which the working classes —
WOMAN: Oh there you go, bringing class into it again.
Not only is the movie amazing, the graphic
design is too.

[...]
ARTHUR: Be quiet! I order you to be quiet!
WOMAN: Order, eh? Who does he think he is?

This dialogue is clearly 100% anachronistic — intentionally so. The
peasants are expressing a contemporary view of government and
deconstructing the social structures in a way that would have been
highly improbable at the time. But it’s also not completely false;
during the Middle Ages, many peasants would not have been directly
aware of the King and would not have thought of themselves as
“Britons.” Their relationship would have been to the Lord attached to
their village, and they’d have conceived of themselves according to
the local context and history. “British” was not yet a unifying identity.

The Doors of Durin mark the entrance
to the mines of Moria in The Lord of
the Rings. A doorway to an underground
world. “Speak friend and enter."

To some extent, I would say, reality often feels quite boring: we do the
same things most days, we only have 3 main options for hair color in our
DNA, and we live within structures (we need money? gender roles? we
go to work?) that feel frankly uncreative. I’m not saying they’re inherently
bad or that how we got here doesn’t make sense, but I’m saying that we
could use a little Ursula K. Le Guin blended in sometimes.

HOW TO DO THINGS WITH THINGS
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This, I think, is why science fiction and fantasy are so appealing to so
many people — myself so very included. There’s a part of me that is so
disappointed I’ve never encountered a portal to another dimension; the
same part of me that was so sad that I’d never get to go to Hogwarts.
It’s the perennial teenage angst “is this all there is?” I’ve grown out of
the angry sad listening to Eminem all day version that was my thirteen
year old self (I embrace the cliche) and transfigured it into: “there’s
more to it then you think!”
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Stretching reality allows you to look back at it from a different angle. It’s
the perfect tabula rasa, and you don’t even need ancient Greek philosophy to help you out. That’s also something that I’ve always appreciated
about “art” loosely defined; it opens up conversations on its own terms,
with little regard for what’s traditionally considered “appropriate.” When
I was a teenager, I’d go to museums with friends and end up discussing
topics that would otherwise never have come up in conversation. It felt
liberating to have this weird non-zone in which the normal “bonds” of
reality did not apply in quite the same way.

In sci-fi, a portal is a doorway that
connects two different locations in
time and space. They are depicted in
TV shows like The Witcher and Rick and
Morty, among others.
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or a sea angel (this thing is a technically a slug! I mean can you even
look at slugs the same way now?)…
B17

Octavia Butler's notebooks were
filled with notes and affirmations
about her writing. Here, she
emphasizes that her stories should
be a sensory experience “make people
touch, taste and know," rather than
an intellectual one. The Xenogenesis
series, which starts off after
humans have destroyed the earth and
some have been rescued by an alien
species, feels visceral and connects
you to the reality of what that
experience might be like.
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The best proof that reality is somewhat of a
letdown is probably religion: things weren’t
cutting it, so we had to invent a whole other
realm that would make our lives more exciting.
Goddesses, mythology, miracles, kingdoms
of heaven… all of that is on a whole other
register. I mean one guy had his daughter pop
out of his head, and one guy turned water
into wine. This is the stuff, people! It’s got
a bit more kick than doing your laundry by
hand for the 700th time.

When you look at these sea creatures, it’s easy to see where sci-fi
writers get inspiration; you can hardly stop yourself from imagining a
world in which they are the protagonists.
That, I think, is what’s important about encountering something outside
the ordinary. It short circuits your brain a bit. It allows you to consider
that maybe a slightly alternate version of facts is possible; that maybe
there are other ways to perceive the world. Science fiction is, in many
ways, a way to think about our own context with a few key modified
elements: what if there was no gender, what if we had to coevolve with
an alien species, etc. By setting the story on another world, sci-fi writers
can take you along their thought experiment without you continuously
thinking “well that would never happen” — if an omniscient cephalopod is
communicating to you via its tentacles, you have no frame of reference
for what’s possible or not anymore.

My solution to monotony is to look really closely at things and find the
wonder in the richness of the details. There is so much joy in realizing
I was wrong: reality is so much stranger and more interesting than
I thought it was. It’s just all hidden under the surface, like a leafy sea
dragon…

The idea of a portal is congruent
with the wormhole theory that comes
out of general relativity, which
predicts that space and time could
fold in such a way as to allow
travel between different times and
universes.
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creatures that actually for real live in our own ecosystem. Just knowing
that they’re there makes me happier to be here orbiting the sun on the
planet earth. (Still down for a quick trip to another dimension though,
so hmu if you’ve got an in.)
Louise Bourgeois's drawing
does ring true to me.

Things are possible in an art context that are not possible otherwise:
Sophie Calle can follow strangers around the city, Marina Abramovic
can sit all day for a month with an invitation for you to stare at her,
Damien Hirst can cut up a cow and her calf into two and set them in a
formaldehyde bath forever (whether he should is another discussion...),
Sol Lewitt can make people draw 500 lines on the wall.
“Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to
conclusions that logic cannot reach… Illogical judgments lead to new
experience.”
— Sol Lewitt, Sentences on Conceptual Art (1969)
These are all the most obvious examples, but engaging with art is
always entering a relationship to reality that exists on its own terms; one
in which rational thought is not always the first or the main component.
Part of the reason for that is because you encounter artworks with your
human physicality; you have to process the thing in all sorts of sensory
ways before you can get to a thought about it. I look at a Matisse
painting and I feel feelings, not thoughts. I don’t know why. I’ve stood in
front of paintings and felt like I was connecting with them like friends.
I saw the Mona Lisa and felt protective of her, sitting there being stared
at all day. I thought about how many people she must have stared back
at in her life. She is the OG Abramovic. She has seen all of humanity
through her painted eyes.
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Art is performative in part because it exists in a gallery or museum
setting; we go there predisposed to a certain type of encounter. Many
artworks — Rirkrit Tiravanija’s practice of offering food to visitors, for
example — only make sense within the context of art world. Or, they only
say something new within the context of the art world: eating soup is
not weird or notable, but eating soup in a museum with other strangers
and that is the artwork is weird and notable. The context is what
performs the art, in a way.
“Each particular artwork is a proposal to live in a shared world, and the
work of every artist is a bundle of relations with the world, giving rise to
other relations, and so on and so forth, ad infinitum.”17
—Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (1998)
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Jack Dempsey vs. Gene Tunney, nicknamed “The
Long Count Fight," was a professional boxing
10-round rematch between world heavyweight
champion Gene Tunney and former champion
Jack Dempsey, which Tunney won in a unanimous
decision. It took place on September 22, 1927,
at Soldier Field in Chicago. The fight was
significant was a rematch of a previous one in
which Tunney had been an incredibly surprising
winner, defeating the reigning boxing
champion. This fight was to determine which of
the two was truly deserving of the title.

But the artwork itself can also be performative in the way it immerses
and physically implicates the viewer. In How to do Things with Art,
Dorothea von Hantelmann describes a work by artist James Coleman:
Box (ahhareturnabout) (1977) is an installation depicting a legendary
boxing match between Gene Tunney and Jack Dempsey, which took
place on September 27, 1927. In it, Coleman borrows images from the
televised match but rather than display them in a documentarian way,
he creates an environment around them that makes you feel like you
are in the middle of it.
The installation begins as you walk through the museum — from
a distance, you hear the sounds of a heartbeat pulsating through the
walls. Following it, you enter a dark room, and you hear fragments of
words over a loud speaker “do it — again, again — stop, s-t-o-p, return…”
and “break it, break it, s-t-o-p-i-t,”18 accompanied by loud breathing,
gasping, and still the sound of the heartbeat. In second-long intervals,
you see flashes of the black and white footage of the fight. In this
room, von Hantelmann describes, your sensory experience starts to
merge with the sounds, the pulse of the room overtakes your own.
This work, though thematically historical, is experienced by the viewer
in real time, integrating “the moment of the event” and the present.
It affects you in such a way that it both transports you into the moment
it depicts and heightens your experience of the now; it does not
involve “a linear concept of history, but […] forges links between
subjective experience and specific historical events.”19 “Thus the work’s
actual location is the viewer’s body and mind, as only there does the
work materialize in its entirety as an artwork. The aesthetic experience
is inseparably linked to its physical experience, which cannot be
documented, […] so that the writing and talking about the work (and
thus the remembering and repeating of the experience) become a
key […] element for its enduring and being passed on.”20
What’s particularly potent about works that are experiential in this way
is that they allow you to merge with and participate in the thing that is
being depicted.

I haven't seen this particular Coleman work, but when I saw The Visitors,
a 9-channel video installation by Icelandic artist Ragnar Kjartansson,
I had a similar experience to the one von Hantelman describes.
The piece is not historical, but it immerses you into its world with many
of the same tools as Box: you start by walking through the museum
and hearing a loud singing voice beckoning you from somewhere in the
galleries; when you enter, you are in an enclosed room, and 9 people,
each on a different screen, are all singing together the same words over
and over again: “Once again, I fall into, my feminine ways.”
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It’s a fragment of a poem that Kjartansson’s ex-wife wrote after they
separated and, even if the words hide their meaning, their repetition
feels almost like a ritualistic prayer. The beauty in the work comes from
the emotion in the singers’ voices; each is in a separate room and
cannot see each other, but they are harmonizing over headphones. This
means that they are completely focused on each others vocal inflections
and, with every repetition of the phrase, they experience and express
a whole array of different emotions. Each loop is like a new beginning,
and over the course of 64 minutes you go through everything from
melancholy to sorrow, acceptance, embrace, peace, buoyancy, resolve,
hope, despair, relief, ultimacy...

The Visitors, by Icelandic artist
Ragnar Kjartansson, was recorded by
Ragnar and a group of his friends
at Rokeby Farm, a historic 43-room
estate in upstate New York. The song
they sing together is based on a poem
by artist Ásdís Sif Gunnarsdóttir,
who is his ex-wife. The words “once
again I fall into my feminine ways"
are repeated again, but also, at
the peak of a crescendo, the singers
suddenly switch into belting “there
are stars exploding around you and
there's nothing you can do."

It’s a perfect example of Gilles Deleuze’s theory on repetition: that
you only notice difference through repetition.21 The emotion is
communicated beyond the words of the song, in the sound, through
the shared humanity we recognize in infinite variation of emotion
that the performers each bring to each loop. Ragnar calls it “divine
boredom,” explaining he hopes his work “will offer some kind
of religious moment in a humanistic way.”22

Ragnar grew up in the theater, and
he describes how, as a child, he
was more fascinated with watching
the rehearsals of his parents' plays
than the final product: “the story
was never as fascinating as the
moments when you had to imagine what
had happened before and after."
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In The Myth of Sisyphus, Albert Camus
compares the absurdity of our lives with
that of Sisyphus's punishment to push a
boulder up a hill over and over again.He
concludes with: “I leave Sisyphus at the
foot of the mountain. One always finds
one's burden again. [...] This universe
henceforth without a master seems to him
neither sterile nor futile. Each atom of
that stone, each mineral flake of that
night-filled mountain, in itself, forms
a world. The struggle itself toward the
heights is enough to fill a man's heart.
One must imagine Sisyphus happy." I have
found it interesting to consider the
plight of women — especially those who,
historically, have been confined to labor
at home — to that of Sisyphus.
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We are drawn into our own human condition through sharing this
experience with Ragnar and his friends. In our minds, we are there
with them, cycling through our own emotions with each cycle of song.
But what makes the experience special is also that we are sharing
it with all the strangers in the room who are in the museum with
us. Someone’s daughter will come sit next to you and stare at the
screen. People smile at each other; from what I’ve read online people
will also sometimes cry. Even though this work isn’t participatory in
a literal sense, you feel connected to everyone else who is present in
the same time and place with you. You feel a sense of kinship in the
recognition of each other’s emotional resonance.
This all goes back to the original idea of relating to the other through
our shared senses, but adds the dimension of actually being together
in a room. As with witnessing a live performance, there is an exchange
of energy that can’t be captured but can only be remembered. What’s
particular about these works is that the real-time raw experience is
mediated through a designed experience; the works are independently
performative, without the need for live performers. Things (video based
works) can do things (emotion & connection) well on their own.
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The early net was slow, janky and undefined:
it was created by individuals hyperlinking to
one another.
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The idea of art as being about relationships between people rather
than about aesthetic objects was all the rage in the early 90s, right
around the time the internet was invented and everyone started
hyperlinking each other. This was coined as “relational art” by Nicolas
Bourriaud (who, fun fact, came to visit my high school art class once
because we were next door the Palais de Tokyo where he was head
curator; our teacher was very enthusiastic but we had no idea who
he was and he just seemed annoyed to be there):

Both relational art and early net dreams came from a desire to connect
with more people cross-barriers. They were extensions of the spirit
of the 60s and 70s. If they feel embarrassing and somewhat depressing
to think back to, it’s because they feel so painfully naive. Damn, if we
knew what was really coming. We are now the adults looking back onto
our childhood dreams and it hurts how misguided we’d been.
And yet, it’s only human to think: there’s gotta be a better way.

“A set of practices which take as their theoretical and practical point
of departure the whole of human relations and their social context,
rather than an independent and private space.”23 “As part of a
‘relationist’ theory of art, inter-subjectivity does not only represent the
social setting for the reception of art, which is its ‘environment,’ its ‘field’
(Bourdieu), but also becomes the quintessence of artistic practice.”24
—Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (1996)
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You have to try things like a total fool to realize all the things you didn’t
know. You have to hope that there are ways to circumvent all the terrible
things about human nature and to find better ways to co-exist with
one another. It’s foolish to think that will ever be easy, or happen in
a big magical universal way; even within a health crisis which, in 2020,
has seen the entire world have to stay indoors, we can’t seem to get
our shit together.
You gotta realize that everything is terrible and dreams aren’t really real
and try anyway. I mean, who would have thought we’d go from being
basically frogs to bipedal human, or that we’d go from spending
2 million years with rocks as our only tools to having super computers
in our pockets at all times. This is the motivational speech part of
this essay and I gotta say: you have to believe good things are possible,
even while fully expecting them to go wrong.

Many art movements have started with utopian ideas and aims; the
idea that art could bring people together beyond class structures and
beyond the maker / viewer dichotomy was no different. The early web
also felt utopian to many people: we could connect to one another
without oversight or mediation. We were free to carve our own identities
because no-one knows you’re a dog on the internet.
B18

Because of the anonymity of the early web,
it felt like a utopian space — especially
for women, who could participate without
being defined by their gender. VNS Matrix
was subversive art collective who, in
conjunction with Donna Haraway's A Cyborg
Manifesto, helped established the concept
of cyberfeminism.

Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs is a helpful way to
think about the physchological needs of humans: how
can it be applied to making designed things?

The way I’ve found to do this is to look at all the things around me
and to realize that they are not things but clues with which to investigate
reality. All the inter-personal, behavioral, socio-psychological, historical
aspects of being human are not abstract things that exist outside of us
but they live in our bodies and in our things. And if they are things then
they are malleable: the Berlin key can be filed down on one side and
suddenly your door can stay open.
If the things already around us imply actions that have been passed
on through history, what new things can we make that imply other
kinds of actions? How can we re-understand the implications of those
histories in our own present by re-embodying them in unexpected
ways? How can we use the performative power of things as a way to
connect with ourselves and each other across time and place?
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The fact is, you can do all sorts of things with things. You can make
all sort of things with which to do all sort of things! That’s the wonderful
fun of being a maker: you can literally objectify — or should I say
thingify? — any concept or idea and see what real-life experiences
they imply. You can make a feeling for people. You can make a thought.
You can make a moment of delight and a moment of reflection.

43
Olia Lialina's My Boyfriend Came Back
from the War was one of the first net
artworks: users clicked different frames
to advance through the story, and could
alter it based on what they picked. The
use of hyperlinks and iframes was a novel
way to create an interactive narrative.
The work became an instant classic. “If
something is in the net, it should speak
in net.language.” (1997)
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Now, just about everyone is a dog on the internet. What was a space
of freedom has largely become oppressive and controlling.

Doing things with things is about realizing that immaterial things can
be done with material things and that our embodied selves matter as
much as our minds. It’s about looking through the things and seeing
people, and about inviting people in to look back at each other. It’s
about participation as a mode of perception.

42
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Some ways to do things with things:

Some things I have done with things:

1. Look at the world from the perspective of an alien who has just

I have done HUMAN with DIGITAL

arrived and is really curious about how things got to be the way
they are and why people behave the way they do.
2. Search for the holy grail: find the strange, unexpected or absurd

and use that as your entry point.

1.

2.

3. Relate to the thing in your own life; find the point of connection

that makes the absurd thing make sense. Make a 1-1 comparison
with something in your own life, for example by holding something
that would be the same weight, or imagining what the experience
would be like for you if it happened today.

3.

4.

1. I have done portrait

with scanner

2. I have done gender

with algorithm

3. I have done real space

with digital space

4. I have done action

with time

5. I have done technology

with womens' work

6. I have done language

with code

I have done INVENTION with PLAYFULNESS

4. Embody the thing. Bodystorm. Try it out. Cosplay every day people.
5. Objectify. Make things objective by turning them into objects.

How can the information you’ve found be translated into an
experience, and, what’s a thing that can prompt that experience?
Think in terms of things: an object, a space, a directive. It should
prompt you to think through action.
6. Make a shift in your thing: a) a shift in scale b) a shift in material

6.

5.

(what it’s made out of) c) a shift in function d) a shift in time
(anachronistic) e) a shift in place. Make your thing suprising.

8. I have done patent

with performance

9. I have done invention

with spare parts

10. I have done psychology

with furniture

11. I have done other

with self

12. I have done myth

with real

13. I have done place

with print

14. I have done oral history with paper doll

8. Share the thing with people. Observe what they do or say

9.
7.

9. Discover how foolish you are, and change the thing. Or make

another thing. Remember if people push a door that is intended
to be pulled that is bad design not bad people.
a moment of delight. That’s a thing too.

with low tech

I have done CONNECTION with SITUATION

Don’t be an asshole. Design unto others as you would have them
design unto you.

10. It’s ok sometimes for the thing to do nothing else but bring people

7. I have done high tech

8.

7. Think about people. How will they feel encountering your thing?

naturally without you prompting them; try and get their objective
responses to see if your thing is doing anything.
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10.

15. I have done fun

with pain

16. I have done joy

with surprise

17. I have done community

with object

11.

There will be new rules tomorrow.25

12.

13.

15.

16.

14.

17.
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THINGS YOU CAN DO WITH THINGS:

You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can do
You can

emotion

role reversal

physical action

animal

sci-fi world

period in history

designed thing

memory

unexpected sound

thing

motion based action

with
with
with
with
with

sensory input

household object

type of story

type of motion

hardware

with

type of clothing

with

tool

with

type of exercise

with

favorite novel

with

thing

with this list.

If we think back to the beginning of this essay, which was about thinking
back to the beginning of human time, we know that humans have been
doing things with things since we first began doing anything. But most
of the time, we weren’t thinking about what things (as in behaviors,
social norms, traditions, etc.) we were doing with our things (as in
objects, garments, tools, technologies, etc.) When you are embedded
in a thing, it’s hard to see it objectively.
That’s why you can’t just look at a thing from the past and understand
its meaning; you have to have new things that embody our conception
of it in the present. You have to have something to reflect on. In the
same way, if you look at something in the present, it’s hard to see it
clearly unless you displace it in your mind in some way so that you can
perceive it and understand it with a new pair of eyes.
That’s what this thing is all about.

Inventing new things means becoming new people:
use the space above to invent a new thing!
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IMAGES / SIDE NOTES
1.

Red outline of a hand from
the Chauvet-Pont-d’Arc Cave in
southern France. Aurignacian
period (c. 43,000–c. 28,000)
House of Cleopatra sculptures
2.
(Cleopatra and Dioscourides)
in Greece. Late Hellenistic
Sculptures c. 138 BC, Delos
Museum.
Troops of the 6th Australian
3.
Division going through the
barricades at Tobruk on 21
January 1941.
4.
K-pop band BTS performing at
the 2015 Super Seoul Concert.
5.
Still from Star Wars: A New
Hope (Episode IV) in which
Obi-Wan Kenobi is using the
jedi mind trick on a storm
trooper.
5.b. Last Mile of the First
National Women’s Conference,
1977. Feminist author Betty
Friedan is on the right.
© Diana Mara Henry.
6.
Leonard Nimoy, on Vulcan,
giving the ‘Live Long &
Prosper’ salute in STAR TREK
in Ep#34: ‘Amok Time,’ Sept.
15, 1967. Paramount/Everett
Collection
6.b. 1967 Detroit Riot. Police
and black residents clashed
in Detroit in July 1967.
The confrontating lasted 5
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50
ABSTRACT

HOW TO DO THINGS WITH THINGS

Humans have always done things with things. It’s at the very
origin of who we are as a species: we’ve gone from being bipedal
homonins to people who live in complex societies by making
rocks into tools. Things can serve a practical function, but
they also carry cultural and symbolic meaning: they can tell
our personal stories, allow us to connect with each other, and
be the outer manifestations of our inner lives. The things we
use in our every day lives, by implying a set of actions we can
take when interacting with them, participate in shaping our
reality: all things contain a set of implied behaviors, rules,
customs, morals and beliefs.
How to do things with things is an invitation to look at things
as clues with which to investigate reality, and to then go ahead
and make new things to invent new realities. If our culture,
norms and sense of self are embedded in our things, there’s good

news: they are all malleable. We can take things apart and put
them back together to look at ourselves from a new perspective.
We can (literally) objectify any concept or idea to try it on for
size. We can make things that allow people to try entirely new
and unexpected behaviors and ideas.
Doing things with things is a practice of performativity;
it looks at everything around us—from the clothes we wear, to the
tools we use and the spaces we inhabit—as a set of messages,
stories, and behaviors. In doing so, it’s an invitation to experience and engage with complex ideas and concepts in a way that
is not abstract but, instead, embodied. If we can wrestle with
the inter-personal, behavioral, socio-psychological and historical
aspects of being human by literally interacting with them, we
can actively participate in making new versions of all of them and
maybe, in the process, become new more-multidimensional humans.
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